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Water lagoon
proposed in
Kirksey draws
filing of suit
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
1URKSEY, Ky. - Billy Smith
Jr. is one of a group of Kirksey
residents who have filed a lawsuit in Calloway Circuit Court
to stop construction of a wastewater lagoon near the center of
the community.
Smith, whose family owns
land near the construction site
located about 40 yards north of
the intersection of Ky. 299 and
Ky. 464, filed the suit Tuesday
through Murray attorney Bryan
Emstberger.
Smith and 13 others are listed
as plaintiffs in the action filed
against the Damon Creek
Watershed & Association Inc.,
Robert Tabers Jr., Jackie
Carson, the Calloway County
Board of Health and the
Health
County
Calloway
Department, all listed as defendants.
"We as residents of Kirksey
are not opposed to the Damon
Creek homeowners having a
safe and workable sewage system. We are against a few people taking advantage of a situation for their own personal and
financial gain at the expense of
their neighbors," Smith said
concerning the suit. "We sincerely hope that people
involved in this development
will take a second look at what
they are doing to our cornmunity and come up with an alternative solution."
Robert Tabers Jr., a Kirksey
businessman and landowner
who is installing the facility,
described the lagoon as a "clean
water" pond that will receive
only filtered water that state
experts have confirmed will not
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 30 percent chance of
showers before noon. A high
near 60. Southwest wind 9 to 13
mph becoming northwest.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 36.
Northwest wind between 5 and
8 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a high
near 53. Northwest wind
between 7 and 11 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 32.
Northwest wind between 5 and
8 mph becoming calm.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 58. Southwest wind
between 3 and 9 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 38. South
southwest wind around 8 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 63. South southwest wind
between 7 and 13 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 48.
South wind around 9 mph.
Sunday: A slight chance of
showers. Mostly cloudir, with a
high near 66. South wind
between 9 and 16 mph.
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Beshear re-elected governor
ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
RAN KFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear was
re-elected Tuesday, becoming the
second Democrat to win a U.S. gubernatorial race this year amid lingering economic uncertainty that's already proving worrisome to President Barack Obama's 2012
effort.
Beshear easily overcame challenges
from Republican David Williams and
independent Gatewood Galbraith in a conservative state where voters routinely
elect Republicans in national races. With
94 percent of precincts reporting, Beshear
had 438,184 votes or 56 percent. to
271,257 votes for Williams or 35 percent.
Galbraith had 70,244 votes or 9 percent.
Williams, the state Senate president. and
Galbraith, an attorney in his fifth run for
governor, campaigned on claims Beshear
didn't do enough to create jobs in a state
where one in 10 workers is unemployed.
Beshear countered by emphasizing that
Kentucky was emerging stronger from the
downturn.
In his concession speech. Williams said
AP Photo John Fiaveil
he plans to report for duty in Frankfort on
Kentucy Gov. Steve Beshear, second from right, and his running mate Jerry Abramson celebrate their victory with
Wednesday as "a new and improved"
their wives Madeline Abramson, left, and Jane Beshear, right, in Frankfort, Ky., Tuesday Nov. 8, 2011. Beshear Senate leader.
was re-elected Tuesday, becoming the second Democrat to win a U.S. gubernatorial race this year amid linger"My conviction and my faith has been
ing economic uncertainty that's already proving worrisome to President Barack Obama's 2012 effort.
made stronger by the effort that I've gone
through" he said. "... I feel I'm a better
man for this experience."
Democrats have lost only two Kentucky
governor's races since 1950, and Beshear
kept the win streak going, predicting on
turnout was fairly low, it was within the Republican Bill Johnson won 42.24 the campaign trail that he would join West
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Virginia's Early Ray Tomblin as the secpercent. Democrat Adam Edelen was
range he was hoping for.
Staff Writer
Democrat to win a governor's race
ond
lost
but
auditor,
state
as
elected
and
percent.
30
to
25
hoping
was
"I
pproximately 27.36 percent of
this year.
Calloway with 49.53 percent of the
registered voters in Calloway we made it," he said.
Tomblin won Oct. 4 in a special guberThe Calloway County offices on the vote to Republican John T. Kemper
in
participated
County
election after his Republican chalnatorial
percent.
50.47
Ill's
and
surveyor
county
were
ballot
Tuesday's election, according to
his
to paint as a mandate on
sought
won
Corner
James
lenger
Republican
people
two
and
constable,
2
District
County Clerk Ray Coursey.
race for Commissioner of Agriculture
Obama's presidency.
candidates.
write-in
as
filed
The totals for Calloway County's 31
Williams also tried to make Obama a
Christopher Jones was elected county and did very well in Calloway with
precincts were reported to the Secretary
central figure in the Kentucky campaign.
surveyor with 64 votes and Kenny 66.98 percent of the vote to Democrat
of State's Office by 8:15 p.m. This was
percent.
33.02
Farmer's
Jackson was elected as constable for Bob
Beshear endorsed Obama for re-election
the first year using the new paper bal- District 2 with 11 votes, Coursey said.
Republican K.C. Crosbie lost her bid
while Williams blamed the Democratic
lots. and Coursey said Election Day
In Calloway COunty. Gov. Steve for state treasurer to Democratic
president for job-killing economic poliwent relatively smoothly.
Beshear garnered 57.87 percent of the incumbent Todd Hollenbach. but cies and for environmental policies that
"Overall, things went really well," he vote, while his Republican challenger received 49.92 percent of the Calloway
have harmed Kentucky's coal industry.
said. "We had a power interruption David Williams received 37.95. votes to Hollenbach's 46.49 percent.
which employs about 18.000 people. At
down on the south side of the county Independent candidate Gatewood Libertarian candidate Kenneth C. campaign stops, Williams said Beshear
that affected Midway and New Galbraith received 4.18 percent.
Moellman Jr. received 3.59 percent.
had failed to set an agenda that puts peoProvidence, and that interruption was
Calloway County Democratic Party
Attorney General Jack Conway won
ple back to work, noting Kentucky has
resolved somewhat before too long. We re-election, but received only 48.15 Chairman Hal Kemp said that although
lost some 90,000 jobs since Beshear took
had a precinct phone that wasn't work- percent of the vote in Calloway. His he was a bit disappointed with the peroffice in 2007.
ing right in the Dexter precinct, but we Republican
challenger. Hopkins formances of some of the candidates in
Beshear acknowledged that the economgot that fixed around noon. Overall, it County Attorney Todd P'Pool, won the county, he was pleased that all
gloom continues, but insisted that
ic
to
Democrats except one were elected
was a very good election."
Calloway with 51.85 percent.
is emerging from lean times
Kentucky
Democrat Alison Lundergan Grimes. the state constitutional offices. He said
Coursey said 6,821 of 24,933 registered Calloway voters cast their ballots the state winner, won Calloway with
MI See Page 2A
Tuesday. He said that although voter 57.76 percent of the vote, and •See Page 2A
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Coursey: Turnout just over 27 percent
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Adkisson addresses
Business@Brealdast
into that.
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
"He knows Murray State
Staff Writer
With the 2012 General University," Dunn said. "He
Assembly quickly approaching. understands what it is that we
of do, he understands the progress
Chamber
Kentucky
Commerce President and CEO we've been able to build over
Dave Adkisson spoke to Murray many years in terms of national
business leaders Tuesday morn- recognition, and when we're
ing about his organization's leg- looking for people to help advocate for us and tell those stories,
islative agenda.
Adkisson was the featured we can count on him to assist in
speaker during the Murray- that role."
Before Adkisson began talkCalloway County Chamber, of
Commerce's ing about the state chamber's
event, goals, he spoke about how
Business@Breakfast
which was held in the Murray Kentucky fit into the larger
State national and international ecoMurray
at
Room
University's CFSB Center. nomic climate.
MSU was the breakfast's sponHAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
"The recession lingers," he
sor, and in his introduction, said. "Technically, we're not in, Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn, left, hands an MSU-themed gift bucket
MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn a recession. Technically, we've to Dave Adkisson, President and CEO of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, on
said Adkisson understood how been out of the recession. but Tuesday. Adkisson was the speaker at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
important education is to the
Commerce's Business@Breakfast, held in the Murray Room at the CFSB Center.
economy and how MSU fits•See Page 2A
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Beshear wins against 2 challengers

•••

we're going to be able to move
forward and recover from this
much stronger than most other recession."
states.
Republican leaders quickly
Governors lined up to discount assertions
Democratic
Association chairman Martin that the governor's race could be
O'Malley credited Beshear's win a harbinger for Obama.
to strong leadership amid the
"Steve Beshear will be up in
global economic downturn.
the treetops screeching like a
"He remained committed to buzzard, but there's nothing
creating jobs, improving oppor- unusual about a Democrat being
tunity, and making responsible elected governor in Kentucky,"
spending cuts to ensure that said Republican operative Larry
Kentucky lives within its Forgy, a Kentucky attorney. He
means," O'Malley said. "And noted the state's historical record
even in a competitive environof siding with Democrats for the
ment, he stayed focused on these
job.
key priorities."
Beshear raised more than $10
Outgoing state Auditor Crit
gaining a huge cammillion,
Luallen said Democratic leaders
advantage from
paign-financing
at the national level "should take
Williams, the often
get-go.
the
Beshear
by
win
the
of
notice"
had
because he has been dealing prickly small-town lawyer.
and
million,
$2
about
banked
with the same issues at the state
level that Obama has faced on Galbraith less than $200,000,
according to the last donor
the national level.
reports filed with election
on
world
the
set
didn't
"We
fire the last four years in authorities.
"This race was not about
Kentucky, but we didn't go in a
hole," Luallen said. "We kept unemployment, not about
the state on solid ground. And Obama. not even about

From Front

•Business, breakfast...
From Front
most of us can't feel that yet,
and it's still concerning to us.
And more than ever, I think
we're seeing the global connection. The European debt deal
fuels the Dow. You watch the
Dow go up and down based on
what's happening with a flood
in Thailand or something.
Toyota suspends overtime
because of a flood in Thailand,
to say nothing about the nuclear
stuff going on in Japan. So
we're connected. And who
would have guessed that right
now, perhaps the leading variable in the future of Kentucky's
economy, at least on the short
term, is what happens in Athens.
Greece today?"
Adkisson said the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce's main
legislative goals were to
improve education, modernize
gostettment through :improving
its tax and pension systems, pro„;rndle wellness and health, prepare citizens to successfully
compete in the global marketplace and expand the state's role
as an energy leader.
Adkisson said education was
the state chamber's top priority
and that one of Kentucky's
major problems was that the
growth of K-12 and postsec

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS Tip?

ondary education had not kept
up with the growth of the economy. He said the chamber wanted to prevent efforts to weaken
higher academic standards and
to raise the mandatory high
school attendance age from 16
to 18. He said the chamber had
worked with businesses to fund
the Leadership Institute of
School Principals last summer
and that he wanted to eventually
give all new principals a chance
to participate in the training.
Adkisson said that although it
was controversial, the state
chamber supported expanded
gaming because of the money
that was being spent in other
states on gambling. He said it
also supported smoking bans in
public places because of the
high insurance premiums connected to smoking. He said the
supported
also
chamber
industry
coal
'Kentucky's
because it would continue to be
a reliable form of energy in the
future.
Adkisson also said the prison
reform law, House Bill 463, had
been the most significant piece
of legislation to come out of the
last session.
"We said we don't have to be
soft on crime; let's be smart on
crime,” he said. "Democrats and
Republicans, to their credit,
worked together and hammered
out a very important piece of
legislation that will save $424
million in the next 10 years."
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Beshear," said Louisville businessman and Republican operative Ted Jackson. "It was about
David Williams. I think it would
have taken a miracle of biblical
proportions for him to win this
race. The likeability factor is
just so important today."
Matt Colwell, a bank employee in Fort Thomas and stalwart
Republican, said he's voted for a
Democrat only twice in his life,
both times for Beshear for governor.
"I just don't like David
Williams," Colwell said. " ... He
seems like an old-school, mean
Republican. My mind was made
up the moment he was nominated."
Truck driver Rollie Hubbard
said he didn't allow Williams'
sometimes prickly disposition
stop him from voting a straight
Republican ticket Tuesday.
"I don't much care for
Williams, but maybe he can do a
bit of a better job than Beshear,"
Hubbard said. " I don't think
Beshear's done a whole hell of a

Hollenbach wins
second term
DYLAN LOVAN
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Incumbent Democrat Todd
Hollenbach has been reelected
as Kentucky's treasurer thanks
to strong support in his hometown of Louisville.
Republican opponent K.C.
Crosbie kept the race close but
in
Hollenbach's
margin
Kentucky's largest city was too
much for the Lexington councilwoman, who also had to overcome a third-party candidate
who also attracted conservative
voters.
With 100 percent of precincts
reporting, Hollenbach had
393,348, or 49 percent of the
vote, to Crosbie's 375,873, or 46
Ken
percent.
Libertarian
Moellman had 37,252, or 5 percent.
The win was "a victory for
people who believe in a positive
campaign," Hollenbach said
Tuesday night.

Kirksey lagoon...
From Front
pose an environmental threat.
He said Tuesday that he regrets
the project has created friction
in the community, but he's confident the installation will benefit everyone ittvolved and nothing is being done for personal
gain.
"I don't know what else I can
say," Tabers said Tuesday.
"We've had it approved by the
health department and the state
environmental people, and
we've gone through the paperwork process, and we have had
everything approved. No one is
doing this for personal gain. It's
something that should benefit
everyone in the community."
According to a copy of the
lawsuit, which represents only
one side, the plaintiffs are seeking a permanent injunction
against construction of the
"evapotranspiration" lagoon.
The suit claims placing the
lagoon on the proposed.site will
constitute a nuisance likely to
interfere with the plaintiffs'
enjoyment of their property and
is likely to cause circumstances
to arise that will be offensive to
them. The suit claims the construction will also lower property values.
Smith said he believes the
type of lagoon under construction could possibly pose a threat
to public health in the event of
heavy rains or operational
mishap.
However, he said, his major
concerns deal with location.
"We don't have anything
against putting in a lagoon - but
not right in the middle of town.
That's not where it ought to go,"
Smith said. "There are alternate
sites where it could go, but putting it in there, that's something
that should not happen."
Smith says he understands
something needs to be done
about wastewater and sewer
planning in the area, particularly
with two large buildings in the
center of the town now serving
as multi-family housing, but the
chosen location is not accept-

able to some.
Chris
resident
Kirksey
Murphy, who lives next door to
the proposed site, agrees.
"We are not opposed to anybody getting their stuff fixed.
We just don't think that's a very
good location for it," Murphy
said.
The lagoon will be partially
paid for with aid from a federal
Soil and Water Conservation
grant totaling $115,000 - preapproved to clean up E.coli in
Damon Creek. Tabers said previously that state health department officials have visited
Kirksey for meetings with residents and have certified the soil
at the selected site as suitable.
"(Damon Creek) is full of
E.coli and all these septic tanks
in the Kirksey area are polluting
it," Tabers said. "This is not
even a gray-water facility, it's a
'clear water' facility. It's about
98 percent pure. It's like a treated pond.... The guy from the
state said you could put your
nose about a half-an-inch from
the water, and you will not smell
anything."
The Damon Creek Watershed
and Sewer Association, a nonprofit association of residents
and homeowners that will benefit from the lagoon, has been
formed and will be charged with
oversight and maintenance of
the facility, which is expected to
cost about $220,000.
"It's not a matching grant, but
it's sort of a matching grant
because we have quite a bit
more money to raise," Tabers
said."We will be charging $20 a
month, and everybody can get
hooked to this. Everybody can
participate."
Tabers said he has worked
with local property owners and
the Calloway County Board of
Health to locate at least eight
other sites where the lagoon
might have been placed, but
some were not large enough or
landowners did not want to provide right of way.

Conway gets 2nd term
as Ky. attorney general
BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic Attorney General
Jack Conway won a second
term Tuesday night, defeating a
Republican prosecutor who
tried to turn the race into a referendum on federal issues —
including the national health
care law and the incumbent's
refusal to challenge it.
Conway focused on state
issues during the campaign, taking credit for a crackdown on
cybercrime and Medicaid fraud,
while opponent Todd P'Pool
tried to tie Conway to President
Barack Obama, who's unpopular in Kentucky.
The victory restored some of
Conway's political stock, which
took a beating a year ago when
he lost his run for the U.S.
Senate to Republican Rand
Paul, a tea party favorite.

"There are a lot of people in
this 'campaign who wanted the
opportunity to write my political obituary," Conway told jubilant supporters in claiming victory. "Well I'm here tonight to
tell you that the reports of my
demise are awfully premature."
With 100 percent of precincts
reporting. Conway had 449,599,
or 55 percent of the vote, to
P'Pool's 367,623, or 45 percent.
P'Pool constantly criticized
Conway for refusing to add
Kentucky to the legal challenge
against Obama's health care law.
More than half the states are
part of the challenge that claims
overstepped
its
Congress
authority in requiring people to
buy health insurance or pay a
penalty on their taxes, beginning in 2014. The case appears
headed for the U.S. Supreme
Court.
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Grimes wins race to be
next secretary of state
BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic newcomer Alison
Lundergan Grimes, who rose
from a well-connected family
and featured her grandmothers
in one of the season's most
memorable political ads, was
elected Kentucky's next secretary of state Tuesday.
Grimes defeated Republican
Bill Johnson in a race highlighted by their differences over
whether Kentuckians should
have to present photo identification before voting.
With 86 percent of precincts
reporting, Grimes had 429,915,
or 61 percent of the vote, to
Johnson's 270,232, or 39 per-

cent.
The secretary of state oversees
elections for public offices and
the incorporation of businesses
in Kentucky.
Grimes is a Lexington lawyer
and the daughter of former state
Democratic Party Chairman
Jerry Lundergan.
She will replace Elaine
Walker, who was appointed as
Kentucky's chief elections officer early this year after
Republican Trey Grayson
resigned in the midst of his second term. Grayson left to
become director of Harvard
University's Institute of Politics.
Grimes defeated Walker in the
spring Democratic primary.

Comer wins ag race
night. "I just feel blessed. We're
DYLAN LOVAN
very happy."
Associated Press
Corner drew from his experiLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Republican James Corner will ence as a veteran campaigner in
take his experience from years his landslide win for the post
spent on his southern Kentucky that controls a $30 million
beef cattle farm to Frankfort as budget and has about 260
the state's next agriculture com- employees.
A state legislator since 2001,
missioner.
Corner defeated Democrat Comer dumped about $500,000
Bob Farmer, a marketing spe- in campaign funds into televicialist with no farming experi- sion advertising in the final two
ence, on Tuesday in a campaign weeks to fight what he called
that highlighted Corner's famil- Farmer's "million-dollar name."
One of Conners ads featured
iarity with Kentucky farming
an
old stand-up comedy routine
issues. With 88 percent of
precincts reporting, Corner had by Farmer that poked fun at
457,231, or 63 percent of the eastern Kentucky residents.
vote, to Farmer's 263,423, or 37 Farmer joked that the region "is
a place where cars are on blocks
percent.
and
houses are on wheels." The
"I think experience, especially
ad
said Farmer "insults
in agriculture, was the big
Corner is
issue," Corner said Tuesday Kentuckians" and that
a "real farmer."

Edelen wins Ky. auditor race
public accounts on Tuesday
night, capping a hard-edged
campaign against Republican
John T. Kemper III that was
marked by claims the other carried political baggage.
Edelen will step into the role
as Kentucky's chief financial
watchdog after a largely behindthe-scenes
stint as chief of staff
is gratifying as a party,"
to Gov. Steve Beshear, who won
DeLancey said. He said he was, re-election to a second term.
however, discouraged at the low
With 94 percent of precincts
voter turnout, adding, "I think reporting, Edelen had 416,580,
it's important to go to the polls or 56 percent of the vote, to
to be represented, but when so Kemper's 321,917, or 44 percent.
few people go out, what does
Edelen, a Lexington business
that tell you? People are disin- consultant, will succeed state
terested, they're dissatisfied Auditor Crit Luallen, a popular
with politics in general. In these Democrat finishing her second
off-year (non-presidential) elec- term, the limit allowed by law.
tions ... people aren't all animat- The auditor reviews the financial affairs of state and local
ed and ready to go out. But I do
governments.
think that in western Kentucky,
Kemper, who cast himself as a
there's a strong movement for fiscal conservative, was dogged
by personal financial problems.
conservatives right now."

BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Adam Edelen was
elected Kentucky's auditor of
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111 Surveyor, constable also decided...
From Front
he was pleased by how Grimes
did at the state and local level,
and that he thought voters
believed she and Beshear would
do what was best for the state
regardless of party.
"I think it was a signal with as
big a win as our governor had —
even in Calloway, the governor
won in most precincts — so I
think it is a pretty good sign that
they're happy with the way the
governor has run the state, and
they're looking forward to the
next four years. Hopefully, we'll
get some economic development and some unemployment

down, and we're looking ,forward to helping this governor do
that."
Calloway County Republican
Party Chairman Greg DeLancey
said that although he was disappointed with the statewide
results, he was pleased that
Corner won his race and that
four out of six Republican candidates won the majority of
Calloway votes.
"All the (Republican) candidates except for Williams and
Johnson actually got the lion's
share of the vote; the
Republicans took those races
here in Calloway County, which

American
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•Retirement Solutions with a Personal Touch
Let me assist you in all of your IRA.
Pension, 401(k) and Retirement needs.
Diana Thomason
Financial Consultant

Calloway County Chapter

270-761-4121
300 Maple St.• Murray
diana.thomason@intercarohna net
Call today for your free consultation!
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H.G. Bucy

Obituaries
Jesse William Brandon
Jesse William Brandon, 95, of Paducah, Ky., died at 4:35 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 6, 2011, at Parkview Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center.
Mr. Brandon was born Nov. 15, 1915, in Hazel. He was a retired
accountant with Thomas Furniture and was a member of Broadway
Church of Christ. He was a U.S. W.W. 11 Navy veteran and served
in the Solomon Islands during the war.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Ruby Lee(Farley)Brandon;
one brother, Harold Brandon; and two sisters, Ha Nelle Dunn and
Patricia Miles. His parents were Toy and Murla Brandon of Hazel.
He is survived by his son, Steve Brandon, of Paducah; one brother, Keith Brandon, of Murray; ope grandson, William Lance
Brandon, of West Paducah; and numerous nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held at I p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011,
at Lindsey Funeral Home with Dr. Dan Owen officiating. Burial will
follow at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held
Wednesday from 11 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.lindseyfuneral.com.
Lindsey Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Richard Paul Nesbitt

Incumbent candidates
prevail in gov races

Funeral services for H.G. Bucy, 81, of Puryear. Tenn., will be
held at I p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011, at LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home with David Gulledge officiating. Burial
to follow at Mt. Zion Cemetery, Buchanan,
Tenn. Visitation will be held Wednesday from
II a.m. to funeral hour at Ridgeway Funeral
Home.
Mr. Bucy died Sunday, Nov. 6, 2011, at
Jackson Madison County General Hospital in
Jackson, Tenn.
He was born Jan. 25, 1930, in Buchanan, Tenn. He was a U.S.
Korean Conflict veteran and was a former mill operator for
Puryear Feed & Grain. He was a member of Whitlock Church of
Christ and former Sunday School teacher.
He was preceded in death by his father, Hardeman Grubbs
Bucy; his mother, Myrtle Holt Bucy; and two brothers, John Paul
Bucy and one brother in infancy.
He is survived by his wife, Mary Katherine Hardin Bucy, to
whom he was married Feb. 26, 1954; one sister, Bettye Jackson,
of Taylor, Mich.;. two brothers, Ed Bucy, of Murray and Ralph
Bucy and wife, Ruth, of McKenzie, Tenn.; one sister-in-law,
Edith Bucy, of Buchanan, Tenn.; and nine nieces and nephews.
Serving as pallbearers will be Jim McCampbell, Rayburn
Thomason, Jerry Stewart, Harry Cowan, Chuch Hancock and
Alan Lancaster.
Expressions of sympathy may be sent to Mary Katherine Bucy,
3760 Rowe School Road,Puryear, TN 38251. Arrangements are
being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in Paris, Tenn.

Richard Paul Nesbitt, 86 ,of Hazel, Ky., died Tuesday, Nov. 8,
2011, at his home.
Mr.Nesbitt was a retired mason contractor, served in the United
States Marine Corp during W.W.II and was a member of the South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
He.was preceded in death by his parents, T.W.
and Genella Hart Nesbitt; and two brothers, James
Nesbitt and Thomas Nesbitt.
He is survived by a son, Richard "Dickie"
Nesbitt and wife, Mary,of Hazel; two sisters, Lynn Margaret Kirkland
Caposaca,of Florence, Ala., and Ma Nell Albritten
Graveside services for Margaret Kirkland, 67, of Murray, Ky.,
of Henderson; three grandchildren, Jason Nesbitt,
were
held on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2011, at 3:30 p.m. at the
Miranda Nesbitt and Kyle Nesbitt, all of Murray;
Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery with
and three great-grandchildren, Taylor Nesbitt,
Dalton Nesbitt and Matthew Nesbitt, all of Murray.
Jimmy Compton officiating. Burial followed.
Graveside services will be held at 11 a.m.
Mrs. Kirkland died Sunday. Nov. 6, 2011, at
Thursday, Nov. 10, 2011, at the South Pleasant
her home after an extended illness.
Grove Cemetery. Brent Lee will officiate.
She was born in Hammond, Ind., on Feb. 1,
Visitation will be held Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011,
1944, to the late Henry Leamon Hendon and
from 5-8 p.m. at Heritage Family Funeral Home.
Myrtle Futrell Hendon. Before retirement, Mrs.
Serving as pallbearers will be Dale Futrell, Jerry
Nesbitt
Kirkland worked as a waitress for Sue and
Weaver, Mark McLemore, Mike Cooper, Tim
Charlie's
restaurant and she was a member of
Beane and Charles Nesbitt.
Kirkland
the
Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
In
addition
to her parents, she was preceded
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
in
death
by
one
sister,
Henry
Eta
Compton.
This is a paid obituary.
She is survived by her husband, Jerry Kirkland; two sons,
Zachary Thomas Hawkins
Freddie Ray Kirkland and Nick R. Kirtland and wife, Jan; and
Zachary Thomas Hawkins, 21,of Crofton Ky., died Saturday, Nov. one brother, Li. Hendon and wife, Renaye, all of Murray.
5, 2011, in Christian County.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray Calloway
He was born in Hopkins County on March 15, 1990. He was County Animal Shelter, 91 Shelter Lane, Murray, KY 42071 or
employed by Warrior Coal Company and was a meniber of the to the Paducah Lions Club Telethon, do Independence Bank,
Macedonia Baptist Church.
PA. Box 966, Paducah, KY 42002.
He is preceded in-death by his brother, Brian Eric Hawkins and
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfunergrandmother, Kathy Delaney.
alhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by The J.H.
He is survived by his fiancée, Whitney Rose, of Crofton; his,parChurchill
Funeral
Home.
ents, Brian and Michelle Bracey Hiwkins,of Crofton; his grandpar-

rr

ents, Steve and Vada Bracey, of Elyria, Ohio, Tommy Hawkins and
wife, Judy, of Madisonville and Charlotte Hawkins and Mike Bailey,
of Hopkinsville; great-grandparents, Nobel and Doris Delaney, of
Hopkinsville; and one brother, Caleb HawkinS, of Crofton.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Nov.9, 2011,
in the chapel of the Hughart & Beard Funeral Home in Crofton. The
Rev. Berry Williams will officiate and burial will follow in the
Macedonia- Church Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2011, at the funeral home.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

Lavelle Hodges
Services for Lavelle Hodges, 85, of Murray, Ky., will be held
Wednesday. Nov. 9, 2011, at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Hodges died Sunday, Nov. 6,- 2011, at SpringSreek Nursing
Home.
Born Nov. 14, 1925, Ms. Hodges was a homemaker and a member
of the Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
She was preceded in death by her parents, William and Easter
Stockdale Hodges; five brothers, Owen Hodges, Noah Hodges,
Lloyd Hodges,Thomas Hodges and "Rubber" Hodges; and four sisters, Ave Kiger, Dorothy Thompson, Shelly Hodges and Burlene
Hodges.
Online condolences may be left online at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by lines-Miller Funeral Home.

Up to 200,000
rounds of police
ammo missing
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — A
lot of ammunition is unaccounted for at the Memphis Police
Department Training Academy.
City auditor Leon Pattman is
investigating up to 200,000
rounds of missing ammunition
at the academy's Firearms
Training Unit, according to The
Commercial Appeal.
Mayor A C Wharton confirmed there is an investigation,
but declined specifics, citing the
ongoing probe.
Pattman's investigation is part
of a broader examination of the
Organized Crime Unit — an
audit requested by Police
Director Toney Armstrong.
Former Police Director Larry
Godwin said he met in
Nashville with auditors from
Memphis and answered their
questions. He also said he sent
Pattman a letter answering more
questions. Godwin declined to
provide the newspaper a copy of
the letter, saying the investigation wasn't finished.

77te number of times published or the length ofone or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maxiimun set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing
or space.

CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Associated Press
Kentucky and Mississippi
refused to turn their governors'
offices over to different parties
Tuesday, despite the nation's
economic woes, and Ohio
restored full bargaining rights to
tens of thousands of public
employees in a major victory
for organized labor.
Also in Mississippi, voters
rejected an initiative that would
have defined life as beginning at
conception — a measure that
supporters had hoped to use to
mount a legal attack on Roe v.
Wade, the 1973 U.S. Supreme
Court decision that established
the right to abortion,
Across the nation, voters' last
major judgments of 2011 were
closely watched for any hints
about the public's political
mood just two months ahead of
the first presidential primary
and nearly four years into the
worst economic slowdown
since the Depression.
Kentucky's Democratic governor won another term, and
Mississippi voters kept their
governoes office in GOP hands
— decisions that suggested
many Americans were not ready
to abandon incumbent parties.
In Ohio, a new law that
severely limited the bargaining
rights of more than 350,000
teachers, firefighters, police
officers and other public
employees was repealed. The
defeat was a stiff blow to Gov.
John Kasich and cast doubt on
other Republican governors
who have sought union-limiting
measures as a way to curb
spending.
"Ohio sent a message to every
politician out there: Go in and
make war on your employees
rather than make jobs with your
employees, and you do so at
your own peril," AFL-CIO
President Richard Trumka said.
Kasich congratulated his
opponents and said he would
spend time contemplating his
next step.
"I've heard their voices. I
understand their decision, and,
frankly, I respect what people
have to say in an effort like
this," he said. "And as a result of

that, it requites me to take a
deep breath, you know, and to
spend some time reflecting on
what happened here."
The disputed law permitted
workers to negotiate wages but
not pensions or health care benefits, and it banned publicworker strikes, scrapped binding arbitration and eliminated
annual raises for teachers.
The outcome will no doubt be
studied by presidential candidates as a gauge of the Ohio
electorate, which is seen as a
bellwether. No Republican has
won the White House without
Ohio, and only two Democrats
have done so in more than a
century.
Elsewhere on the ballot, Ohio
voters approved a proposal to
prohibit people from being
required to buy health insurance
as part of the national health
care overhaul. The vote was
mostly
symbolic,
but
Republicans planned to use it in
a legal challenge.
The governors' races were of
keen interest to both parties. Ten
states will elect governors next
year, and governors can marshal
get-out-the-vote efforts crucial
to any White House candidate.
The first presidential primary is
Jan. 10 in New Hampshire.
In Kentucky, Gov.''tteve
Beshear was easily re-elected
despite high unemployment,
budget shortfalls and an
onslaught of third-party attack
ads. He became the second
Democrat to win a governor's
race this year, after West
Virginia's Earl Ray Tomblin.
In Mississippi, voters picked
Republican Lt. Gov. Phil Bryant
to succeed Haley Barbour, who
could not run again because of
term limits. Bryant beat
Hattiesburg Mayor Johnny
Dupree, the first black majorparty nominee for governor in
Mississippi.
The Mississippi measure to
define life as beginning at conception would have been the
first victory in the country for
the so-called personhood movement, which aims to make abortion all but illegal. Similar
attempts have failed in
Colorado and are under way
elsewhere.

r workers OK contract
for W.Va., Ohio, Ky.
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP)
-- Union members have
approved a new three-year contract with Kroger Co. covering
about 4,000 workers at 41
stores in West Virginia, Ohio
and Kentucky.
Members of United Food and
Commercial Workers approved
the contract Monday by a 2-toI margin.
The 41 stores include operain
Charleston,
tions
Clarksburg,
Morgantown,
Beckley, Huntington and
Parkersburg in West Virginia;
Proctorville, Belpre, and
Marietta in.Ohio and Ashland,
Ky.
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FUN & FASHION
Ely O.K. Ktelley

The elves at DX. Kelley are busy
scurrying around getting ready for
Christmas.
Our annual Holiday Open House is
Sunday l-Spm. Join us for refreshments,door prizes and free gift wrapping. 20% Stosewide excluding
Brighton. Niven Morgan and Relish.
Lots of new jewelry and accessones have just arrived New tops,
and more sizes. in our fa‘orite pant
are here too.
Holiday NYD1's have arrived in
great styles and new French Dressing
is here as well.
Nest Thursday, November 17th.
from II-pm, we are having a trunk
show with Joseph Ribkotf and Lisse
Leggings. in new styles. and Second
Base cami's in more styles and colors.
Gift with purchase also refreshments. door prizes. You can try on
and pick out your spring wardrobe in
colors and styles you like in the
Joseph Ribkoff.
Congratulations to Teresa Woods
McClard who won the scarf this
week.
Check us out on Facebook for new
pictures of new arrivals and click on
"like" to win next week's giveaway.
Come in to the store and see all of
our new merchandise and register for
next week's earrings and bracelet set
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...
PS. We have testing gloves, iPad
covers, cross-over handbags, Scandal
candles, and don't forget about our
delicious jalapeno relish everyone
loves.
These are wonderful gift ideas.

Steele
celebrates
birthday
Nov.9
Nancy Edith Steele will celebrate her 90th birthday on
Nov. 9. She was born on that
date in 1921 to the late Andre.
and Edna Billington Donelson.
She was married to the late
John M. Steele and is the
mother of four children. Barbara Price. of Mich., Billy
Steele, of Ind.. Loretta Jarboe.
of Symsonia. and Gail Burket.
of Murray. She has 11 grandchildren and 19 great-grandchildren.
Her children will be hosting a reception for her Saturday, Nov. 12, from 2-4 p.m.
at the Friendship Church of
Christ in Calloway County. All
family and friends are invited.

e-mail: communitynewstemurrayledgencom

Veteran's Day
assembly set for Friday
Calloway County Middle School would
like to invite our community's Veteran's
to attend a Veteran's Day assembly on Friday. Nov. 11, at 9 a.m. in the CCMS gym.
The ceremony will last approximately one
hour and include performances by the
CCMS band and choir. Students will be
reading selected writings and poems on
the meaning of patriotism.

Datebook

MMS Fruit Sale to begin

The Murray Tiger Band Boosters have begun
Jessica Morris,
annual Fruit Sale, featuring apples, pears,
their
Community
navel oranges and pineapples.
grapefruit,
red
editor
at
selection
the
View
mmsttgerband.wordpress.com/ and place orders at beth.stribling@murray.kyschools.us.

Zeta's of MWC to meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Friday, Nov. 11, at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse. "Holiday's
Are Coming." by Marsha's of Murray will be the program.
Hostesses will be Emily Watson and Mildred Newton. All
members are encouraged to bring items for veterans, such as
books, white socks, puzzles and playing cards.

Nancy Edith Steele

MHS to host 'Tiger Night
Murray High School will hold "Tiger Night," on Saturday.
Nov. 12, from 5-7 p.m. at the school. MHS basketball teams.
MMS basketball teams, Little League teams. Tiger Stars,
MHS/MMS cheerleaders and dance teams will be introduced.
Admission is $5, free for students involved or children under
6. Tiger merchandise, silent auction baskets, T-shirts, autographed team posters, season passes and more will be available for purchase.

CCHS cheerleaders to host bazaar
The Calloway County cheerleaders will host a Holiday
Bazaar Sunday, Nov. 13, from 1-5 p.m. in the front Winn:ions •
of CCHS. There will be homemade. Thanksgiving items and
Christmas crafts. Vendors include Uppercase Living, Bailey &
B Photography, Scentsy. Lia Sophia jewelry, Pampered Chef,
Avon, 31 Gifts, and more.

VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
V,4
2011
CLOTHING
fr
Or'

DES Rescue Squad fundraiser to continue
The Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad is continuing it's annual Picture fundraiser where squad 'members will
be calling on the phone asking for donations for a free color
8X10 portrait. The Squad urges the public to understand that
this is not a scam and they do not receive any tax dollars but
operate on donations. Mail donations to P.O. Box 599, Murray. For more, call 762-1714.

-i41C-NtlifT
.,The Something For Everyone Store'
305 South 12th • Mumty. KY • 7534441
www.dkkeHey.com
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Primary Care to sell cookbooks

Photo provided

NEED LINE DONATION: Kevin D'Anelo, grand knight of the Knights of Columbus Council
#6897, presents a check in the amount of $300 to Tonia Casey, standing right, executive director for Need Line. Also pictured are Vickie Prescott, Stephanie Barrow and Sandy Emerson.

'
Primary Care will sell cookbooks for Helping His Kids
Foundation, which provides toys for children in our community at Christmas. To purchase a cookbook, stop by Primary
Care. 1000 S. 12th St., Murray. For more information. call
759-9200.

Epilepsy support group to meet

Our Big Sale Starts
November 10th at 10:00 am

Lee Jewelry Artisans
27 Years
:;er \mg Murray And Surrounding Area

VWF Posts
6291 to meet

The Epilepsy Support Group will meet Thursday, Nov. 10,
from 6-7 p.m. in the W. Kentucky Epilepsy Center, Medical
Arts Building, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Suite 301,
East Wing. This group is for those suffering from epilepsy and
seizure disorders, their families and friends. Meetings are open.
For information, call 753-1566.
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The Ladies VFW Post 6291
CCHS to hold meeting Nov. 10
and VFW Post 6291 will hold
The Calloway County High School Class of 2002 will have
meetings
monthly
their
a
on Thursday, Nov. 10. at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's to
meeting
Thursday. Nov. 10. at 7 p.m. at
the class's 10-year high school reunion. All
begin
planning
the National Guard Armory,
2002 class members are welcome. Minutes from the meeting
U.S. Hwy. 121 N. An informal will be posted to the class Facebook page.
meeting between the two will
begin at 6:30 p.m.
F.A.N. to meet Thursday
The public is invited to attend the first session of F.A.N.
For information, call Loretta
Barrow at (270) 489-2436 or Thursday, Nov. 10, at 10:30 a.m. at the Calloway County
Flenoy Barrow at (270) 978- Health Department. For !bore information, call Ashley McKinney at 753-1452.
1052.
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Miss Erin Ashley Farrell and Mr. George Andrew (Drew)
Trabookis, both of Charlotte. N.C., were united in marriage
Saturday, May 28,2011, at the Dairy Barn, Fort Mill, S.C., with the
Rev. Todd Coles officiating.
The bride is the daughter of Ray and Kathy Farrell, of Murray.
The groom is the son of Chris and Gem Trabookis,of Greenville,
N.C.
The maid of honor was Kelly Meacham, of Charlotte, N.C. The
matron of honor was Michelle Handegan, of Murray. Bridesmaids
were Stephanie Folk, of Lexington, Carley Williams, of Nashville,
Tenn., Meredith Merchant. of Charlotte, N.C. and Mallory
Katzman,of Mayfield.
The best man was Erik Barbare, of Greenville, S.C. Groomsmen
were Zachary Trabookis,of Charleston,S.C., Bradley Trabookis,of
Greenville,S.C., Daniel Mathis.of Charleston,S.C.,Zach Katzman,
of Mayfield, and Mitchell Handegan,of Murray.
The flower girl was Amanda Handegan,of Murray. The ring bearer was Cole Katzman,of Mayfield.
A reception was held following the ceremony at the Dairy Barn,
Fort Mill, S.C.
The bride graduated from Calloway County High School in 2003,
and she is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree. She is also a 2009 graduate of Murray State
University with a master's degree in animal science. She is
employed at Carolina Veterinary Specialist in Charlotte, N.C.
The groom grew up in Greenville S.C. and attended Appalacian
State University, in N.C.,earning a bachelor's degree in finance. He
is currently completing his MBA at Winthrop University in S.C. He
is employed at Compass Group USA,in Charlotte N.C.
The couple spent one week honeymooning in Palm Desert, Calif.,
and currently reside in Charlotte, N.C.

Sexton and Williams
Abigail Jane Elizabeth Miller and Kyle Glenn Hensley were
married Saturday. Oct. 22. 2011, at Logan Street Baptist Church'
in Mt,. Vernon, III. The ceremony was performed by The Rev.
Mark Welch, of Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Jim and Sharon Miller, of Mt.
Vernon, Ill.
The groom is the son of Glenn and June Hensley, of Cadiz.
Emily Tynes, sister of the bride, was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Brooke Fugate, Megan Kniffen, Ashley Hensley, sister of the groom, Sarah Misbach and Annelise
The guest book was attended by Whitney Bechtel, and programs were distributed by Amy Oliver.
John Oliver was the best man. Groomsmen were Lucas
Chesnut, Joel Ewing, Trent Haddock, Tim Harris and Michael
Stinnett. Ushers were Cole Thomas, cousin of the bride, and
Jarred Tynes, brother-in-law of the bride.
Following the wedding, a reception was held at the Holiday Inn, Mt. Vernon, Ill., and dance music was provided by
the Murr-Vegas All Stars.
The bride is a 2003 graduate of Mt. Vernon Township High
School. She received a bachelor of arts degree in business and
a master of science degree, both from Murray State University. She is employed by Murray State University as the assistant director of Annual Giving.
The groom is a 1998 graduate of Trigg County High School.
He received a bachelor of science degree in advertising from
Murray State University. He is employed by United Southern
Bank as assistant vice president and loan officer.
The couple resides in Cadiz.

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sexton, of Murray, announce the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Lora Elizabeth
Sexton, to Casey W. Williams, son of Mrs. Angela Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Williams, of Murray.
Miss Sexton is the granddaughter of Anna L. Todd, of Murray. Mr. Williams is the grandson of Nadine Beane, of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a graduate of West Kentucky Technical
College. He is employed by Controls Specialties Inc.
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 12, 2011, at 4 p.m. at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sexton in Murray. All friends
and relatives are invited to attend.

The American Cancer Society has a free, transportation
assistance program operating in Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry about' how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers will take cancer patients to
and from Their life-saving treatibents.
To request assistance or information on how to volunteer
to be a driver, call the American Cancer Society 24-hour
information line at 1(890) 227-2345.
For additional information on Road to Recovery, visit
www.cancer.org.
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Pictured is Kaylee Hicks, the 2011 Tymeless Hearts My Little
Hearts Beauty Pageant Queen. The 2012 pageant will be
held June 30. All pageant proceeds benefit Tymeless Hearts,
Inc., a non profit organization which helps families of children
with heart defects, the most common birth defect effecting
over 100 babies a day.
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Special to the Ledger
Tymeless Hearts. Inc. is hosting a holiday bazaar Saturday, Nov.
19,at the Murray State University Curris Center Stables.
For a donation, Expressions Photography will be taking pictures
of children with Santa Clause and/or on a Christmas background.
For registered heart families, there is no charge for this.
A variety of vendors will also be available, including one-of-akind, handmade crafts. There will be crafts for kids, a bake sale just
in time for Thanksgiving and pins.
For more details, e-mail tymelessheartsglive.com or call (270)
293-9536. All proceeds benefit Tymeless Hearts, Inc. a 501c3 non
profit devoted to help families of children with heart defects, the
most common birth defect effecting over 100 babies a day.
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Ritzheimer
wins OVC
award given
to top
students

GREG WADDELL / Ledger 8. limes

Calloway County head coach Josh McKeel shares a laugh with quarterback Tyler Greer (17) and others during a practice prior to the start of the
2011 season. McKeel announced his resignation Tuesday morning after a seven-year tenure with the Lakers.

CALLOWAY COUNTY READ COACH JOSH MCKEEL STEPS DOWN AS FOOTBALL
COACH All'ER SEVEN YEARS ON LAKER SIDELINE; WILL RETAIN JOB AS AD
director and assistant principal.
BY GREG WADDELL
Still, he noted that doesn't
Assistant Sports Editor
Seven years ago. Calloway mean he'll miss being a coach
County High School welcomed any less.
"I hate to walk away," he
a new head football coach to
their sidelines. Tuesday, they said. "Obviously, I've been
learned they'll have to do so blessed with the opportunity to
be here and I was able to leave
again.
Three days after the Lakers' on my terms. By no means was
56-0 loss at the hands of I forced out. I had the complete
Franklin-Simpson in the first support of the administration
round of the playoffs, head throughout my tenure there, but
coach Josh McKeel announced to be able to still be around
he will be stepping down from those young men as they conhis position effective immedi- tinue to grow and continue to
play football (is something I
ately.
After guiding the Lakers to a look forward to). Even though
record of 31-49 in his seven the relationship will be differseasons on the Calloway side- ent, hopefully. it will still be
line, including one of the 111051_, one that has an impact and a
successful seasons in program '.positive one on them. It's really
history in 2008. McKeel said time for me to step aside and let
it's time for someone else to someone else run it and for me
take over. Although he'll no to spend more time being a huslonger walk the sidelines, he band and father that I'm supwill still continue at the school posed to be."
As for his career, McKee!
in his current roles as athletic

back and walk the sidelines as a
bead coach," he said. "I've been
Coaching career at Calloway County
able to do that thanks to the
administration that hired me
2002. 5-61
and the opportunities that I've
2003 - 4-6*
2004 - 1-9*
been given. As far the things
2005. 1-9
that we've accomplished on the
2006 - 4-7
football field, I think that being
2007 - 7-5
2008- 11-3^
able to build a football program
2009- 3-8
the point that we were in
to
2010 - 2-9
2011 -3-8
2008 to be a part of that season,
obviously, was one that sticks
• - Assistant coach under Joe
out (as special)."
Stonecipher
^ - Berth in the State Semifinal game
That season, which saw the
Lakers go on a 11-2 tear before
said his time in the red and blue falling to Bullitt East in the
came full circle when he was state semifinals, was special in
hired on as the school's head a number of ways, McKeel
coach in 2005. After graduating said. En route to the school's
from Calloway in 1997, deepest run ever in the playoffs.
current
coached
McKee! said it was his dream to Mc Keel
make it back.
Murray State star Casey
"When 1 left Calloway Brockman, who threw for 3.417
County High School in '97, I yards and 40 touchdowns on
guess my life goal was to go to the season, as well as running
school, get an education, play back Tyrrell Willis, who picked
ball and then eventually come up 1,703 yards of his own on

The Josh McKeel File

the ground and 29 total touchdowns. Still, McKeel mentioned other big moments in his
coaching career that he'll hold
close as well.
"To be able to win the district championship and to
secure a regional title in 2008
and be three points from a state
cha,mpionship, that was a special year as far as wins and losses," he said, "but there are others out there (such as) our first
win over Mayfield. That was a
big for us and a step in the right
direction. There are moments
like that that stick out and some
others throughout the years.
You look at the players that I've
had the privilege of coaching
and what they've been able to
do as far as the record books at
Calloway and then after graduation and, course, not only the
ones that were extremely suc-

From MSU Athletics
Murray State junior baseball player Paul Ritzheimer
was one of six recipients of
the prestigious Ohio Valley
Conference Scholar-Athlete
Award for 2010-11, the
league office announced
Tuesday.
The award is the highest
individual honor that can be
earned by OVC student-athletes, and is given annually
to three men and three
women student-athletes of
junior or senior status for
their accomplishments in
both the classroom and athletic arena, and because of
their leadership qualities.
The six winners were
selected from a group of 20
finalists by a vote of OVC
Athletics
Faculty
Representatives. Honorees
must have performed athletwith distinction,
ically
earned at least a 3.25 grade
point average and conducted
themselves in a manner
which has brought credit to
the student-athlete, his or
her institution, intercollegiate athletics and the OVC.
The award is based on acaathletic
and
demic
criteria/accomplishments
achieved during the 2010-11
school year.
Ritzheimer (Trenton, Ill.)
enters his second season for
the Breds after transferring
from Kaskaskia College. In
his first year, Ritzheimer hit
.333 with a home run, 27
RBIs and 27 runs scored.
He collected a career-best
four hits and drove in three
runs in a victory over North
Dakota State. He blasted a
home run as part of a 3-for4, three RBI day at
Ritzheimer
Kentucky.
closed out the 2011 season
on a six-game hitting streak,
including three multi-hit
games.
In the classroom, he was
an OVC Commissioner's
Honor Roll and OVC Medal
of Honor selection in 201011. Ritzheimer is also the
recipient of the Reed Smith
Scholarship at Murray State
and carries a 4.00 grade
point average in geoscience
(geographic information science). He is a member of Phi
Theta Kappa and was his
high school's Valedictorian.
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MURRAY STATE 77, BETHEL 34(EXHIBITION)

Prohm, Racers take care of Bethel
CANNAN'S 16 POINTS, MUSHATT'S
NINE REBOUNDS LEADS MSU

RICKY MART* Ledger & Times
Murray State guard Isaiah Cannan watches the ball go
through the net as he slams home two points Tuesday.

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Women's basketball head
coach Rob Cross opened up
Monday's press conference on a
bit of a light note.
"This is a great week to be a
Racer," Cross said. "Right now.
Steve Prohm and men's basketball is undefeated, so that's
exciting, the Racer head coach
is undefeated."
After Tuesday night, Prohm

season but was forced to sit out

after transfering, followed
Cannan's 16 with 12 of his own,
while also leading all players
with nine rebounds.
kept it that way.
Seniors Jewaun Long and
Murray Statt used a tena- Ivan Aska also reached double
cious defensive effort and got digits for the Racers, as Long
double-digit scoring from four scored 12 and Aska pitched in
players Tuesday night, as the 10.
Racers kicked off 2011 with a
Prohm said the biggest relief
77-32 exhibition win over about Tuesday night's performBethel.
ance was simply getting on the
The Racers were led in scor- court finally.
ing by junior Isaiah Cannan.
"Obviously, we were excited
who chipped in a game-high 16. to get this night started and to
Newcomer Latreze Mushatt, play." Prohm said. "I thought
who was with the Racers last the energy was good, and some-

times that's a hard thing to sustain over a 40-minute period,
but we talked about that at halftime."
The Racers jumped out to an
early lead over the NAIA
Wildcats, leading
as many as
18 midway through the first
half.
The Racers, who were shooting nearly 50 percent from the
field during the first half, were
doing their part on the defensive
end of the floor as well, holding
Bethel to just 15.8 percent
shooting from the field in the
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From Page 6
first frame and only a 25 percent
clip on the night.
Anytime you hold someone
to 32 points, that's a good
thing," Prolun said. "I don't
care who you play. 32 points
and 25 percent shooting from
the field, those are some good
nubmers."
The Racers took a 34-13 lead
into halftime, then kept pouring
it on the•Wildcats in the second
half.
Murray State out-rebounded
Bethel 45-27, and also recorded
14 steals between 10 different
players.
The exhibition game came
three days before the Racers tipoff for real, as Murray State prepares to host Harris-Stowe at 7
p.m. Friday night to open the
regular season.
"Tomorrow we will work on
all of our stuff," Prohm said."
I'll watch the film tonight, then
break
down
our
team.
Tomorrow night I'll watch a lot
of stuff on Harris-Stowe, and
we will be ready to focus on
Harris-Stowe by Thursday and
then Friday in shoot around."
The Racers will play the latter part of a double-header, as
the women open the season as
well on Friday night, hosting
Evansville at 5:15 p.m.
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National Football League
All Times EST
American Conference
East
W
L T Pet
New England
5 3 0 625
NY Jets
5 3 0 625
Buffalo
5 3 0 625
Miami
1
7 0 125
South
W
L T Pct
Houston
6 3 0 667
4 4 0 500
Tennessee
Jacksonville
2 6 0 250
Indianapolis
0 9 0 000
North
W
L T Pct
Cincinnati
6 2 0 750
Baltimore
6 2 0 750
Pittsburgh
6 3 0 667
Cleveland
3 S 0 .375
West
W L T Pct
Kansas City
4 4 1 0 500
San Diego
4 4 0 500
Oakland
4 4 0 500
Denver
3 5 0 375
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National Conference
East
W
L T Pet
NY Giants
6 2 0 .750
Dallas
4 4 0 .500
Philadelphia
3 4 0 .429
Washington
3 5 0 .375
South
W
L. T. Pet
New Orleans
6 3 0 .667
Atlanta
5 3 0 .625
Tampa Bay
4 4 0 .500
Carolina
2 6 0 .250
North
W I. T Pct
Green Bay
8 0 0 1.000
Detroit
6 2 0 .750
Chicago
4 3 0 .571
Minnesota
2 6 0 .250
Weal
W I T PM
San Francisco
7 1 0 .875
2 6 0 .250
Seattle
Arizona
2 6 0 .250
1
St. Louis
7 0 .125

Photo submitted

On November 5 the Calloway County girls' cross country team captured the First
Region title in Class 2A. Kelly Norton, Katlyn Cory. Cassidy Neal, Delissa Green,
Montana Rowland, Sarai McCallon, Lauren Eastwood are pictured along wth
coaches Josh Burzinski and Keith Jared.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Penn State scandal scope increases
SANDUSKY SEX SCANDAL CONTINUES
TO TURN OVER NEW INFORMATION
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
former Penn State assistant football coach accused of sexually
abusing boys held summer football camps at a satellite campus
for six years after he was banned
from taking youths onto the university's main campus by the
athletics director and the senior
vice president, who have been
charged with failing to tell police
about him.
Jerry Sandusky was prohibited from holding his youth sports
camps on campus in 2002, the
year a graduate student claimed_
to see him assault a child in a
locker room shower. But
Sandusky held the camps

through his Sandusky Associates
company from 2000 to 2008 at a
satellite campus just outside
Erie, Penn State Behrend
spokesman Bill Gonda said.
"We provided the facilities
for it," Gonda said Monday.
"There were no allegations, no
complaints during his tenure
here."
Gonda referred questions
about other issues, including
whether the school knew about
other
allegations
against
Sandusky before allowing the
camp to be held there, to officials
at thrmain campus in State
College, a four-hour drive southeast of Erie.

School spokeswoman Lisa
Powers said Penn State Erie and
Penn State Harrisburg provided
facilities for Sandusky to run a
summer football camp under his
own name. She said Penn State
Erie runs about 14 to 18 summer
camps in a variety of sports. She
said the Sandusky camp was
among numerous sports and academic camps that ran on campus.
The Sandusky camp was first
reported by the sports website
Deadspin.
Sandusky operated football
camps not only at the Behrend
campus but also at Penn State
Capital College in Middletown,
Robert Morris University and
Muhlenberg College, among
others, according to his website,
which is now offline.
The camp was aimed at stu-

dents from fourth grade through
high school and offered personal
attention and coaching from
Sandusky, who retired from
Penn State in 1999 after learning
that he would not be head coach
Joe Paterno's successor.
Sandusky has been aware of
the accusations against him for
about three years and has maintained his innocence, his lawyer
said.
The athletics director back
then, Tim Curley, and the senior
vice president, Gary Schultz,
surrendered to authorities on
Monday to face charges that they
failed to alert police to complaints that Sandusky had sexually abused eight boys and that
they lied to a state grand jut/
investigating the former defensive coordinator.

Sundries Gimes
Dallas 23, Seattle 13
Miami 31, Kansas City 3
New Orleans 27, Tampa Bay 16
Houston 30, Cleveland 12
..San Francisco 19, Washington 11
N.Y. Jets 27, Buffalo 11
Atlanta 31, Indianapolis 7
Denver 38. Oakland 24
Cincinnati 24, Tennessee 17
Green Bay 45, San Diego 38
Arizona 19,$t. Louis 13, OT
N.Y. Giants 24, New England 20
Baltimore 23, Pittsburgh 20
Open: Carolina. Detroit. Jacksonville,
Minnesota
Monday's Game
Chicago 30, Philadelphia 24
Thursday, Nov. 10
Oakland at San Diego. 820 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 13
Bulfab at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Denver at Kansas City, I p.m.
Washington at Miami. 1 p.m.

St Louis at Cleveland, 1 pm
Anzona at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Tennessee at Carolina, 1 p.m
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 1 p m
Houston at Tampa Bay. 1 p.m
New Orleans at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville at Indianapolis, I pal.
Baltimore at Seattle, 4 05 p.m.
N Y Giants at San Francisco. 4:15 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago, 4 15 pm.
New England at N Y Jets, 820 p.1111.
Monday, Nov. 14
Minnesota at Green Bay, 8 30 p in
National Hockey League
All Times EST
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
GP W I.
Pittsburgh
15 9. 3
Philadelphia
14 8 4
NY Rangers
13 7 3
New Jersey
12 6 5
NY Islanders
11 4 5
Northeast Division
GP W L
Toronto
14 9 4
Buffalo
13 6 5
Ottawa
15 7 7
Montreal
13 5 6
Boston
12 5 7
Southeast Maim
GP W L
Washington
12 9 3
Tampa Bay
14 7 5
Florida
13 6 4
Carolina
14 5 6
Winnipeg
14 5 7
Western Conference
Central Division
GP W L
14 8 3
Chicago
Nashville
13 7 4
Detroit
12 6 5
13 6 7
St Louis
Columbus
14 2 11
Northwest Division
GP W L
Edmonton
13 8 3
Minnesota
13 7 3
14
7 6
Colorado
Vancouver
15
7 7
Calgary
13 6 6
Pacific Division
GP W L
13 10 3
Dallas
Phoenix
13 7 4
San Jose
12 7 4
13 6 4
Los Angeles
Anaheim
14 5 6
NOTE: Two points for a win, one
for overtime loss
Saturday's Games
Buffalo 3, Ottawa 2 SO
Pittsburgh 3. Los Angeles 2. SO
Boston 7, Toronto 0
New Jersey 3, Winnipeg 2, OT
N Y Islanders 5. Washington 3
N Y Rangers 5, Montreal 3
Philadelphia 9. Columbus 2
Detroit 5, Anaheim 0
Minnesota 2. St Louis 1
Phoenix 4, Edmonton 2
Nashville 4. San Jose 3, OT

OT
3
2
3
1
2
OT
1
0
1
2
0
OT
0
2
3
3
2

OT
3
2
1
0
1
OT
2
3

OT
0
2
1
3
3
point

NBA LOCKOI

Players' association president Derek Fishers says no deal
to proposed 50-50 revenue split for players, owners
SANDUSKY HELD.CAMPS SIX YEARS AFTER BEING
BANNED FROM USING MAIN'FACILITIES FOR YOUTH
By BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — NBA
players made it clear Tuesday:
No deal.
No fear of Commissioner
ultimatum,
David Stern's
either.
"The current offer on the
table from the NBA is one that
we cannot accept," players'
association president Derek
Fisher said.
Instead, the players said
they will ask for another meeting with owners before Stern's
Wednesday afternoon deadline
— and sound willing to agree
to a 50-50 split of revenues
under the right circumstances
— in an attempt to end the
lockout and save the season.
In an interview on NBA TV,
Stern said that whether he
agrees to meet "would be guided by the labor relations committee."
NBA spokesman Mike Bass

said the league has not yet deal."
If players don't take the deal
heard from Hunter.
A month of the season has by 5 p.m. Wednesday, the next
already been lost, and the NBA offer will call for salary rollrisks losing fans without an backs, a 53-47 revenue split in
agreement soon. Some already the owners' favor and essentialappear to have forgotten: Blake ly a hard salary cap.
"Our proposal on the table
Griffin, last season's rookie of
the year, stood around in the now goes away (Wednesday),"
lobby of a busy hotel off Stern said. "Our next proposal
Broadway and was rarely will then go to the players, and
we will see where negotiations
approached by fans.
The league's current propos- go."
Players are willing to negoal calls for players to receive
between 49 percent and 51 per- tiate further on the 'revenue
cent of basketball-related split if they get some concesincome, though union officials
'sions on the salary cap system.
argue it would be nearly impos- Without them, Fisher said "we
sible to get above 50.2 percent. don't see a way of getting a
"The players are clearly of deal done _between now and
the mind that it's an unaccept- end of business" Wednesday.
The league is seeking to
able proposal," union executive
director Billy Hunter said. "But limit the spending options of
because of their commitment to teams above the luxury tax
the game and their desire to threshold, believing that would
play, they're saying to us that lead to greater competitive balwe want you to go back, see if ance. Players want all teams to
you can go back, get a better be options for free agents.
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From Page 6
cessful on the football field but
those that have been successful
in the other aspects of life as
well."
Overall, McKeel said, that
has been the biggest blessing.
Working with the special young
men he's had the chance to
coach has. been something he'll
never forget, he noted.
"That's what it's all about,"
he said. "When it comes down
to it and you look at possible
impacts that I've had the opportunity to make I hope that it's
been a positive one. I hope it's
one where I've been able to
teach young men what it's like

to be a man and to be a godly being a daddy to his two little
.
man, to be one that does things girls.
the right way and, hopefully, as
"It gets tiring when they are
I watch the young men mature asleep in the morning and you
and am able to catch up with kiss them goodbye and then
them as they grow and get mar- when you get home at night
ried and have familiest4at they they're asleep again," he said.
be outstanding husbands', they "(I look forward to) the opporbe outstanding fathers and they tunity to be a dad for the first
be . outstanding community time in seven years and to be
members. I remember the the husband that I'm supposed
impact that my coaches had on to be. My 5-year-old has known
me and I just hope and pray the nothing else. Obviously, IT
impact that I've had on them still have responsibilities with
has been a positive one and one my other positions but to have
that will allow them to have a the opportunity to be more
involved and be at home more
successful life."
As for what awaits him, and spend more time with them
McKeel said he is looking for- as they continue to grow (is
ward to spending more time special)."

said there was very little discussion about decertification,
saying they understand there
would be differences of opinion with a membership of 450,
but that the team representatives summoned to New York
knew the best interests of their
teammates.
The union called the meeting after Stern issued his ultimatum early Sunday morning
following an eight-hour bargaining session with a federal
mediator. Fisher said 43 playsuperstars
ers, including
Carmelo Anthony and Griffin,
attended the meeting and that
29 of the 30 teams were represented.
Jordan provided perhaps the
most memorable moment of
the last lockout, chastising former Washington owner Abe
Pollin that he should sell his
team if he couldn't make a
profit without concessions
from players. Jordan now owns
the Charlotte Bobcats and is
considered one of the hardliners who never wanted Stern to
offer the players a 50-50 split.
"I would give him the

When asked if there's still
wiggle room on system iSsItes.
Stern said that as of 3 a.m.
Sunday there was none left.
The players insisted they
will not be forced into taking a
bad deal by an ultimatum —
though Stern refused to call it
that.
"The players are saying that
we understand their position,
but unfortunately we're not
intimidated by all that," Hunter
said.
With more than 40 players
ranging from All-Stars to minimum salary players' behind
them, Fisher and Hunter dismissed Stern's warning, had
hard words for Michael Jordan
and repeated that they are willing to negotiate and believe
they have made more than
enough economic concessions
to get the salary cap system
they want.
That message was not just
for the owners.
They also were speaking to
the :players and agents who
advocate disbanding the union
in an attempt to take on the
league in court. Union leaders

advice that he gave to Abe
Pollin," Hunter said.
After the press conference.
Fisher bumped into an old
acquaintance from Arkansas,
former President Bill Clinton,
who was at the hotel preparing
to appear on an evening talk
show. Clinton signed a copy of
his new book,"Back to Work,"
for Fisher as players looked on.
Next, Fisher would like to
meet with Stern, believing
there is room to compromise.
After previously saying they
wouldn't go below 52.5 percent
of BRI, players said Saturday
they would be willing to go
down to about 51 percent, with
1 percent going to a fund for
retired player benefits.
They might go even further,
but only with some movement
on the system issues.
"We're open to discussions,
open to negotiation," Fisher
said. "We're open minded about
potential compromises on our
number, but there are things in
the system that are not up for
discussion that we have to have
in order to able to get this season going."
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Young adults suffering
most during downturn
P NEWS ANALYSIS
By HOPE YEN.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The wealth gap between
younger and older Americans
has stretched to the widest on
record, worsened by a prolonged economic downturn that
has wiped out job opportunities for young adults and saddled them with housing and
college debt.
The typical U.S. household
headed by a person age 65 or
older has a net worth 47 times
greater than a household headed by someone under 35,
according to an analysis of
census data released Monday.
While people typically accumulate assets as they age, this
wealth gap is now more than
double what it was in 2005
and nearly five times the 10to-1 disparity a quarter-Century ago, after adjusting for inflation.
The analysis reflects the
impact of the economic downturn, which has hit young adults
particularly hard. More are pursuing college or advanced
degrees, taking on debt as they
wait for the job market to
recover. Others are struggling
to pay mortgage costs on homes
now worth less than when they
were bought in the housing
boom.
The report, coming out
'before the Nov. 23 deadline
for a special congressional committee to propose $1.2 trillion
in budget cuts over 10 years,
casts a spotlight on a government safety net that has buoyed
older Americans on Social
Security and Medicare amid
wider cuts to education and
other programs, including cash
assistance for poor families.
"It makes us wonder whether
the extraordinary amount of
resources we spend on retirees
and their health care should
be at least partially reallocatgod to those who are hurting
worse than them," said Harry
Holzer, a labor economist and
public policy professor at
Georgetown University who
called the magnitude of the
wealth gap "striking."
The median net worth of
households headed by someone 65 or older was $170,494.
That is 42 percent more than
in 1984, when the Census
Bureau first began measuring
wealth broken down by age.
The median net worth for the
younger-age households was
$3,662, down by 68 percent
from a quarter-century ago,
according to the analysis by
the Pew Research Center.
Net worth includes the value
of a person's home, possessions and savings accumulated over the years, including
stocks, bank accounts, real
estate, cars, boats or other
property, minus any debt such
as mortgages, college loans
and credit card bills. Older

Americans tend to hold more
net worth because they are more
likely to have paid off their
mortgages and built up more
savings from salary, stocks and
other investments over time.
The median is the midpoint,
and thus refers to a typical
household.
The 47-to-1 wealth gap
between old and young is
believed by demographers to
be the highest ever, even predating government records.
In all. 37 percent of youngerage households have a net worth
of zero or less, nearly double
the share in 1984. But among
households headed by a person 65 or older, the percentage in that category has been
largely unchanged at 8 percent.
While the wealth gap has
been widening gradually due
to delayed marriage and increases in single parenting among
young adults, the housing bust
and recession have made it
significantly worse.
For young adults, the main
asset is their home. Their housing wealth dropped 31 percent
from 1984, the result of
increased debt and falling home
values. Older Americans are
staying in jobs longer, while
young adults now face the
highest unemployment since
World War 11. As a result, the
median income of older-age
households since 1967 has
grown at four times the rate
of those headed by the under35 age group.
Social Security benefits
account for 55 percent of the
annual income for older-age
households, unchanged since
1984. The retirement benefits.
which are indexed for inflation, have been a consistent
source of income even as safety-net benefits for other iiroups
such as low-income students
have failed to keep up with
rising costs or begun to, fray.
The congressional supercommittee that is proposing budget cuts has been reviewing
whether to trim college aid
programs, such as by restricting eligibility or charging students interest on loans while
they are still in school.
Sheldon Danziger, a University of Michigan public policy professor who specializes
in poverty, noted skyrocketing
college tuition costs, which
come as many strapped state
governments cut support for
public universities.
Federal spending on Pell
Grants to low-income students
has risen somewhat, but covers a diminishing share of the
actual cost of attending college.
"The elderly have a comprehensive safety net that most
adults, especially young adults,
lack." Danziger said.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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May they rest in peace
They have been together a you probably have reflected on
long time, a lifetime, and have the sadness associated with their
seen better days, yet one has agonizingly slow demise.
At first, the changes were
not deserted the other.
Side by side, they do their subtle. As it became clear that
best to maintain some shred the owners were not coming
of dignity. although it must back, For Sale signs popped
take every bit of inner strength up on the lawns.
To keep up appearances, the
to stand there, so exposed and
vulnerable. waiting for the end. grass was cut and essential
Impossible to tell which one's repairs made until the Sold signs
in worse shape, who will go showed up. After that, nothfirst. It's a toss-up, just a mat- ing happened for a while, and
ter of time. That much is clear. the poor old houses began their
In the old days, the street serious decline.
Windows were broken, gutwas a lot quieter and they
knew all the neighbors. The kids ters sagged, shrubs that had been
trooped through each backyard carefully planted and tended
as if it were their own, play- to for years withered and died.
ing cowboys and Indians, argu- Lawns were plowed up to level
ing over outs in softball, or fouls the land, leaving the houses
earned in pick-up games of afloat in mud on rainy days.
The taller of the two housbasketball.
Used to, a baby could be ,es,- 309, still has a disheveled
pet out from to nap without a set of blinds in one of the
worry, or if a toddler strayed front windows.
Upstairs a curtain flutters like
too far from the yard, someone would bring the child home a winking eye. The chimney
without mishap. Now, with cars stands straight and proud, but
and trucks speeding by, and, the front and back doors bang
strangers passing through in_ a opened and slam shut with the
hurry to God knows wherZ". wind. The steps are gone, but
kids have play dates and pre- you can peek inside from the
street and see green paint, still
school.
As times change. of course, verdant, on crumbling walls.
Next door at 307, the situdifferent needs arise and new
solutions emerge. We call this ation is much the same. Dead
progress. But if you travel reg- branches poke out from the
ularly on North 12th Street chimney like a dismal dried
and have witnessed the slow flower arrangement. Curtains
deterioration of the two old dangle from some of the winhouses at rs 307 and 309. dows.

Every
time 1 pass
these forlorn
I
houses,
think of a
by
poem
Joyce
Kilmer
called "The
House With
Nobody in
It." The poet
Main Street
speaks of a
By Constance
poor
old
Alexander
farmhouse
Ledger & Times
that stops
Columnist
him every
he
time
passes it. He says he knows
the house isn't haunted, but
he wishes it were,"For it wouldn't be so lonely if it had a
ghost or two."
Kilmer itemizes the repairs
that need to be made to restore
the house to its former function, "But what it needs the
most of all is some people living inside." he declares.
He talks about fixing the
old place up if he had the
money, and then he'd "find
some people who wanted a
home and give it to them for
free."
Like most of us, Joyce
Kilmer was not advocating a
return to days long past, but
he acknowledges feelings of
nostalgia.
He describes a new house
standing empty as looking idle

but not melancholy. "...there's
nothing mournful about it," he
says, "it cannot be sad and
lone/ For the lack of something within it that it has never
known."
Kilmer's poem ends like this:
-But a house that has done
what a house should do, a
house that has sheltered life,/
That has put its loving wooden arms around a man and his
wife, /
A house that has echoed a
baby's laugh and held up his
stumbling feet)
Is the saddest sight, when
it's left alone, that ever your
eyes could meet./
So whenever I go to Suffern along the Erie track/
I never go by the empty
house without stopping and
looking back./
Yet it hurts me to look at
the crumbling roof and the
shutters fallen apart)
For I can't help thinking
the poor 'old house is a house
with a broken heart./
The same might be said for
es 307 and 309 North 12th
Street. May they rest in peace.
The full text of Joyce
Kilmer's poem, written in 1914,
is available at www.poetryarchive.com.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercorn. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwave
comm.net.
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Civil War: A divided Kentucky
assumed
leadership
on
roles
farms and in
towns and
cities that
once
had
been
reserved • for
men only.
In military action, Home and
Away
soldiers clad
By James
in blue and
gray fought Duane Bolin
400 Ledger & Times
over
Columnist
battles and
skirmishes
all over Kentucky, from Columbus,"The Gibralter of the West,"
to Bowling Green in the center, to Mill Springs in the East.
Exotic names such as Felix
Zollicoffer and Braxton Bragg
and Don Carlos Budl and Albert
Sydney Johnston played significant roles on various battlefields.
At the Battle of Richmond
on August 30, 1862, one Confederate soldier remembered,
ris
charged through the open
"We
pHtit
field . . . and scattered the
enemy. . . . We mowed them
down like grass."
At Perryville, the most devastating engagement on Kentucky soil with 4,200 Union
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
casualties and 3,400 Confed20510
D.C.
Washington,
Bldg.
2411 Rayburn House Office
erate losses, a survivor recalled
1-202-225-3115
www.house.goy/whitfield
that "
In every hospital that could
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
be established, there was piles
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building,
1.202-224-4343 of arms and legs as high as
Washington D.C. 20510
tables." Another said that "The
ground all around was slippery
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
with blood."
361A Russell Senate Office Building
The Battle of Perryville
1-202-224-2541
Washington, D.C. 20510

Historian Thomas D. Clark
referred to Kentucky as a "land
of contrasts."
Never were those contrasts
more evident than during the
Civil War. Kentucky novelist
John Fox. Jr. wrote, "When
the great news [of the wanl
came, it came like a sword
that, with one stroke, slashed
the state in twain, shearing the
strongest bonds that link one
man to another."
Father fought against son,
brother against brother. Rev.
Robert J. Breckinridge of Lexington, perhaps the leading
voice fat the Union in Kentucky, even though he owned
over thirty slaves, saw two
sons ride south, and two sons
ride north. His nephew, John
C. Breckinridge, former VicePresident of the United States
and now U. S. Senator,
explained, _"1 exchange with
proud satisfaction a term of

six years in the Senate for the
musket of a (Confederate' soldier." Even President Lincoln's
family was divided.
Mary Todd Lincoln had a
brother, three half-brothers, and
the husbands of three half-sisters who took up arms against
the First Lady's husband.
Again. John Fox, Jr. wrote,
"As the nation was rent apart
so was the Commonwealth; as
the state, so was the county;
as the county, the neighborhood: as the neighborhood,
the family, so brother and brother. father and son."
Of course, the war also had
an impact on those left behind.
One wife wrote, "even as I
write my eyes are blinded by
tears and every breath I draw,
every throb of my heart is a
passionate prayer for your safety."
Still, the lives of women were
changed forever as they

itt

latiff dimI PIP!, - ; ail/ too'''.
Our Elected Officials

(October 9th and 10th, 1862)
ended in a draw, but with the
rapid withdrawal of Confederate troops, the South never
mounted another major offensive in the state.
Instead, Confederate raiders
such as "the Thunderbolt of
the South," John Hunt Morgan, a former Lexington hemp
merchant and the grandson of
a millionaire, frustrated the
Union occupiers with sweeps
through the Commonwealth,
destroying military stores, capturing prisoners, and stealing
horses.
Unionists chanted this jingle to express their contempt
of the man they dubbed "the
King of the Horsethieves":
"John Morgan's foot is on
thy shore,
His hand is on thy stable
door,
You'll see your good gray
mare no more
He'll ride her till her back"
is sore
And leave her at . some
stranger's door John Morgan."
The Union had an answer
to Morgan in Col. Frank L.
Wolford of the "Wild Riders"
of the First Kentucky Cavalry
(USA), but Wolford was eventually dishonorable dismissed
over comments he made about
Lincoln after Kentucky African
Americans were allowed in the
Union army.
The Civil War in Kentucky
represented nothing less than
a revolution. And most white
Kentuckians rejected the revolution as we shall see next
week.
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at Western Baptist will help patients

heal faster, close to home.
We believe you deserve the same expert heart care
here as people in Nashville or Louisville.

We believe a new hybrid operating room,to be added
during our expansion of the region's most comprehensive heart
center, makes it easier to heal, even when you need two or more
procedures performed during one surgery.

Bradley McElroy, M.D.
C_ardiologist

Carl Johnson. M.D.
Cardothoractc Surgeon
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MCCH welcomes Poudel to
Murray Medical Associates
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased
to welcome Dr. Regina Poudel to the medical
staff at Murray Medical
Associates.
Poudel is board-certified in
Internal Medicine and completed her medical degree from
Tnbhuvan University in Nepal
in 2007. She then spent time at
The Regional Medical Center
at Memphis in both the
MedPlex clinics and in the ICU
before completing her residency in Internal Medicine at the University of

ANGIE HATTON Ledger 8. Times
Keith Travis, vice president of institutional advancement at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
is pictured recently presenting new staff member Regina Poudel with a certificate from Gov.
Steve Beshear awarding her the honor of Kentucky Colonel.

November is American Diabetes Month
Special to the Ledger
In addition to kicking off the
winter
holiday
season,
November is American Diabetes
Awareness Month. The National
Diabetes Education Program
and the Calloway County Health
Department recommends knowing your family health history,
sharing it with your health care
team and taking important steps,
such as maintaining a healthy
weight (or losing a modest
amount of weight if overweight), making healthy food
choices, and being physically
active. These steps could help
prevent or delay Type 2 diabetes
and help ensure you will be
enjoying holiday family gathering for years to come.
Anybody can develop diabetes, but some people are more
at risk than others. Knowing
your risk for Type 2 diabetes is
an important first step toward
preventing or delaying the onset
of the disease. In addition to a
family history some other risk
factors include being 45 years of
age or older, overweight or
obese, an African American or
person of African Ancestry ,
Hispanic/Latino,
American
Indian, Asian American, or
Pacific Islander.
Being told by your physician
that you are at risk for diabetes
is a reason for making lifestyle
changes. Diabetes is a serious
disease. If it isn't managed, it
can damage many parts of the
body. leading to heart attacks,
strokes, blindness, kidney failure, amputation and nerve damage. Linda Cavitt, a registered
nurse at the health department
recalls thinking,"I'm a nurse ..
how could this happen to me?"
Cavitt said she started making
changes right away. She has
taken advantage of worksite
educational opportunities such
as attendance at a Diabetes
Basics class as a patient rather
than a presenter, changed her
dietary habits to include more
fruits and vegetables and began
exercising.
"I don't think of it as a diet
anymore," Cavitt said. "I think
of it as a lifestyle change."
According to Amy Ferguson,
registered dietitian. Cavitt is on
the right track. Small dietary
changes and physical activity
might prevent complications
associated with or delay Type 2
diabetes. Ferguson recommends
some of the following changes:
Eat smaller portions at home
and at restaurants, choose water
instead of sweet beverages to
drink, choose fruits and vegetables more often (aim for 5 or
more servings per day), choose
low fat or fat free dairy products, choose whole grains more
often than refined grains, choose
seafood, lean meats and beans
more often than fatty cuts of
meat.
"It helps to write down the

foods and beverages that you eat
and drink," Ferguson said. "This
makes you more aware of what
you are putting into your body."
Be active for at least 30 minutes a day, five days a week to
help burn calories, improve
strength, flexibility and balance.
Brisk walking is a good way to
move more. Experiment with a
variety of different types of
activities to find out which ones
are best for you.
The
National
Diabetes
Education Program (NDEP)and
the Calloway County Health

Department have joined forces
to reach local citizens with messages about the seriousness of
diabetes, ways to control the disease and the benefits of controlling it for life. The NDEP has
free educational materials and
lifestyle change tips sheets. Go
to www.YourDiabetesInfo.org
and click on resources.
Materials adapted from the
National Diabetes Education
Program, a joint program of the
National Institutes of Health and
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.

Tennessee, Baptist Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
in 2011.
Poudel is married to Dr. Kanchan Koirala, a
pulmonologist at MCCH. and they reside in
Murray with their 7-year-old daughter, Karina.
In her spare time, Poudel enjoys reading and
dancing. In addition to English, she is fluent in
the Nepali and Hindi languages.
Poudel joined Murray Medical Associates on
Nov. 1, 2011 where she specializes in internal
medicine. She joins six other doctors at MMA
who offer medical care for every stage of life.
For more information, call 753-0704 or visit
www.murrayphysicians.com.

MCCH celebrates National
Radiologic Technology Week
Special to the Ledger
in a comfortable setting.
The Radiology Department at MurrayThe ACR gold seal of accreditation represents
Calloway County Hospital is now fully accred- the highest level of image quality and patient
ited by the American College of Radiology safety. It is awarded only to facilities meeting
(ACR) after recently receiving accreditation in ACR Practice Guidelines and Technical
Nuclear Medicine and Computer Tomography Standards after a peer-review evaluation
by
(CT). Their accreditations now cover all board-certified physicians
and medical physiadvanced imaging equipment used, including
cists who are experts in the field. Image quality,
CT, MRI, Digital Mammography, Nuclear
personnel qualifications, adequacy of facility
Medicine Imaging and Ultrasound.
equipment, quality control procedures, and qualThe full accreditation was announced as part
ity assurance programs are assessed. The findof National Radiologic Technology Week, an
ings are reported to the ACR Committee on
annual celebration calling attention to the
importance of medical imaging and radiation Accreditation, which subsequently provides the
therapy. The week runs from Nov. 6-12 to corre- practice with a comprehensive report they can
spond with the discovery of the X-ray on Nov. 8, use for continuous practice improvement.
The ACR is a national professional organiza1895 by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen.
tion
serving more than 34,0(X) diagnostic/interMCCH's first radiologist was Dr. Prue Kelly.
He has since been joined by Dr. Robin Floyd, ventional radiologists, radiation oncologists,
Dr. Casey Hines, Dr. William Wilson and, most nuclear medicine physicians, and medical physirecently, Dr. Adam Lyles. Relocated to the first cists with programs focusing on the practice of
floor of the new South Tower, the Radiology medical imaging and radiation oncology and the
department offers high-tech imaging capabilities delivery of comprehensive health care services.

Charette & Morgan
Orthopaedics

ORTHOPAEDIC CARE

It All Starts Here

270.761.5756
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Obama urges Congress to pass
proposed veterans' tax credits

Photo by Carol Chapman / MISO

DANCE LESSONS: Karen Balzar of Jackson Purchase Dance Company has been working
with the students from Dana Henry's third grade class at Murray Elementary on movement and
dance. Balzer will meet several times with the students in the next few weeks so they will be
ready to perform the part of the Tortoise and the Hare in the Cinderella ballet that will be performed Dec. 2 at Lovett Auditorium.

Mason Art Museum plans
two continuing exhibits
Special to the Ledger
CADIZ, Ky. - The Janice
Mason Art Museum in downtown Cadiz announces two continuing exhibits.
The exhibit, "Made to be
Played: Traditional Art of
Kentucky Luthiers" is currently
showing in the JMAM's lobby
gallery and runs through Nov.
13. Sponsored by the Kentucky
Arts Council and the Kentucky
Historical Society, this free public exhibit presents the handmade instruments and tools of
16 Kentucky luthiers (makers of
stringed instruments) who are
recognized as masters in creating and repairing guitars, fiddles, dulcimers, mandolins, banjos and other original instruments.
Funded through the National
Endowment for the Arts
American Masterpieces grant,
"Made to be Played" is the
result of years of fieldwork by
the Kentucky Folklife Program.

an interagency program of the
Kentucky Arts Council and the
Kentucky Historical Society.
The exhibit is dedicated to the
memory of Homer Ledford, a
gifted luthier. craftsman, instrument inventor and musician who
died on Dec. II.2006. He was
known for the quality, beauty,
and uniqueness of his works,
some of which are included in
the Smithsonian Institution's
collection. The exhibit includes
examples of his handcrafted
instruments,carvings, and tools.
Other Kentucky luthiers featured in the exhibit include Roy
Bowen, Winchester; Gary
Cornett, Louisville; Cathy
Currier, Richmond; Bryan
England, Caneyville; Arthur
Neil
Glasgow;
Hatfield.
Kendrick. Frenchburg; Donna
Lamb, Lancaster; Lewis Lamb,
Scott
Leedy,
Lancaster;
Winchester; Warren A. May,
Berea; Art Mize, Lexington;
Douglas Naselroad, Winchester;

Frank Neat, Russell Springs;
Frank Pittman, Bowling Green;
Jimmy Robertson, Edmonton
and Larry Shepherd,Caneyville.
JMAM is also proud to bring
back the art of Jeanne Tessier.
Tessier first exhibited at JMAM
in 2008 while living in
Louisville and has since relocated to Cadiz. Tessier has Master
of Arts degrees in both
Communication and Theology,
as well as a B.S. in Speech. She
is a teacher, writer, public
speaker, retreat director and lifelong learner. She works in a
variety of media, many of which
will be represented in this exhibit. "Face of God" runs through
November 27.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1-4
p.m. Evening hours can be
arranged for group tours at no
charge. Admission is free; donations are appreciated.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Embracing veterans, President
Barack Obama on Monday
urged Republicans in Congress
to "put country before party"
and support new ways of helping former members of the military find jobs in a sluggish economy.
"Our veterans did their jobs.
Its time for Congress to do
theirs. It's time for them to put
country before party." Obama
said in the Rose Garden,flanked
by leaders of veterans' groups.
Ahead of Veterans' Day,
Obama pressed lawmakers to
approve tax credits for businesses to hire unemployed veterans
or injured veterans who have
been out of work. The Senate is
expected to consider the measures this week.
The actions are part of a larger
effort by the 'White House to
draw contrasts with congressional Republicans who have
opposed Obama's jobs legisla-

tion a year before the 2012 elec- package of tax credits of up to
tion. Obama has signed execu- $5,600 to businesses that hire a
tive orders aimed at spurring job veteran who has been unemgrowth and helping homeown- ployed for six months or more.
ers and college students in Another tax credit would prorecent weeks,saying he does not vide $9,600 for companies that
want to wait for Congress to act. hire an injured vet who has been
Obama said the administration unemployed that long.
The Senate is expected to take
would act unilaterally to help
the tax credits in combinaup
job
to
skills
veterans match their
with a measure to repeal a
tion
banks.
job
access
and
openings
He said veterans could down- proposed requirement to withload a "Veteran Gold Card" hold 3 percent of payments to
issued by the Labor Department federal, state and some local
that allows former military government contractors with
members to get six months of unpaid taxes.
The tax incentives cleared the
personalized case management.
assessment and counseling at House last month and are not
expected to be paid for through
career centers.
The White House estimates Obama's proposed tax on milthe gold card could help more lionaires. raising hopes that
than 200,000 unemployed veter- could win Republican support.
Obatha noted that when he
ans who served after the Sept.
proposed the tax incentives for
11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
"Just as you fought for us we veterans during his jobs speech
are going to keep fighting for before Congress. lawmakers
from both sides stood and
you," Obama said.
applauded.
the
for
anew
Obama pushed

Photo by Carol Chapman MISD

NUTRITION OLYMPICS: Wilma Smith with PACS NOW conducted a Healthy Living Nutrition
Class for all of Ted Booth's health and physical education classes at Murray Middle School.
The first day Smith taught students about good nutrition choices. The second day the students
enjoyed Nutrition Olympics in the gym. Pictured are, from left, Wilma Smith, Tim Dinh, Olivia
Butterworth, Victor Hudspeth, Neeley Gibson and Ted Booth.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Just
as 55 million Social Security
recipients are about to get their
first benefit increase in three
years. Congress is looking at
reducing future raises by adopting a new measure of inflation
that also would increase taxes
for most families — the biggest
impact falling on those with low
incomes.
If adopted across,(he government, the inflation measure
would have widespread ramifications. Future increases in veterans' benefits and pensions for
federal workers and military
personnel would be smaller.
And over time, fewer people
would qualify for Medicaid.
Head Start, food stamps, school
lunch programs and home heating assistance than under the
current measure.
Taxes would go up by $60 billion over the next decade
because annual adjustments to
the tax brackets would be smaller, resulting in more people
jumping into higher tax brackets
because their wages rose faster
than the new inflation measure.
Annual increases in the standard
deduction and personal exemptions would become smaller.
Despite fierce opposition from
seniors groups, the proposal is
gaining momentum in part
because it would let policymakers gradually cut benefits and
increase taxes in a way that
might not be readily apparent to
most Americans. Changes at
first would be small — the
Social Security increase would
be cut by just a few dollars in
the first year.
But the impact. as well as savings to the government, would
grow over time, generating
about 52(X) billion in the first
decade and much more after
that.
The proposal to adopt a new
Consumer Price Index was
floated by the Obama administration during deficit reduction
talks in the summer. Now, it is
one of the few options supported
by both Democratic and
Republican members of a joint
supercommittee in Congress
working to reduce government
borrowing.

The committee of six
Democrats and six Republicans
is struggling to come up with a
plan to reduce government red
ink by at least $12 trillion over
the next decade. Changing the
'inflation index alone would put
them a sixth of the way there.
"I think the thought process
behind this is,slip this in, people
won't understand it," said Max
Richtman, president and CEO of
the National Committee to
Preserve Social Security and
Medicare.
Richtman's group is spending
about $2 million on radio, TV
and direct mail ads to fight cuts
in Social Security and Medicare.
His message to Congress:
"Don't believe that taking this
approach to cutting Social
Security will not be noticed. You
will pay for it."
A TV ad by AARP puts it this
way: "We are 50 million seniors
who earned our benefits, and
you will be hearing from us
today — and on Election Day."
The inflation measure under
consideration is called the
Chained Consumer Price Index,
or chained CPI. On average, the
measure shows a lower level of
inflation than the more widely
used CPI for All Urban
Consumers.
Many economists argue that
the chained CPI is more accurate because it assumes that as
prices increase, consumers
switch to lower cost alternatives, reducing the amount of
inflation they experience.
For example, if the price of
beef increases while the price of
pork does not, people will buy
more pork. Or, as opponents
mockingly argue. if the price of
home heating oil goes up, people will turn down their heat and
wear more sweaters.
A report by the Moment of
Truth Project, a group formed to
promote the deficit reduction
package produced by President
Barack Obama's deficit commission late last year, supports a
new inflation measure. "Rather
than serving to raise taxes and
cut benefits, switching to the
chained CPI would simply be
fulfilling the mission of properly adjusting for cost of living," it

argues.
The new measure would
reduce Social Security cost-ofliving adjustments, or COLAs,
by an average of 0.3 percentage
points each year, according to
the
Social
Security
Administration. Next year's
increase, the first since 2009.
will be 3.6 percent. stalling in
January.
Under the chained CPI, yearly
benefits for a typical 65-yearold would be about $136 less.
according to an analysis of
Social Security data. At age 75.
annual benefits under the new
index would be $560 less. At 85.
the cut would be $984 a year.
and at 95, the annual income
loss would amount to $1392.
"For someone in the first year.
it may not seem a lot," said
AARP's David Certner. "But as
people get older and then they
get poorer and more reliant on
Social Security, the cut gradually gets larger and larger."
In all, adopting the chained
CPI would reduce - Social
Security benefits by $112 billion
over the next decade. Federal
civilian and military pensions
would be $24 billion lower,
according to the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office.
If adopted across the government, fewer people would be
eligible for many anti-poverty
programs because the poverty
level also would increase at a
lower rate each year. That would
result in fewer people living
below the official poverty line,
despite having the same income.
The tax increases would hit
low-income families the hardest, while high-income taxpayers would see smaller changes.
The
wealthiest
taxpayers
already pay taxes at the highest
marginal rate, currently 35 percent.
For example. by 2021.taxpayers making between $10,000
and $20,000 would see a 14.5
percent increase in their federal
taxes with a chained CPI.
according to an analysis by the
Joint Committee on Taxation.
Taxpayers making more than $1
million would get a tax increase
of 0.1 percent.

Photo provided

Pictured on first row are,from left, Tyler Schanbacher and Jesse Vaught. Pictured
on back row
are, from left, Advisor Jo Robertson, Reid Finley, Mason Swift, Dillon
Starks, Bracken
Robertson and Hunter Abernathy. Not shown is Tim Thurman.

Calloway takes tops honors
in first fishing competition
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County High School Laker Bass
Fishing Club participated in their first tournament
in October during the Marshall County High
School Bass Fishing Fall Open. Thirty-six teams
from schools in Kentucky, Illinois. Missouri and
Tennessee participated.

First place went to Calloway Count) as Jessie
Vaught & Tyler Schanbacher caught five fish with
a combined weight of 11 pounds. 2 ounces. The
other Laker team of Bracken Robertson and
Dillon Starks finished eighth with a total weight
of 4 pounds, 12 ounces.

Photo provided

FLAG PRESENTATION: Woodmen of World Lodge 592 presents a flag to the Calloway
County Health Department Pictured, from left. are Paul Corder, field representative. Linda
Cavitt. RN at the Health Department, Amos McCarty, Clyde Rowland, Jean Novak and Rache,
Brown. WOW lodge members
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CITY OF MURRAY LEAF PICKUP
The annual Fall Leaf Pickup for the City of Murray will begin on Nlunci.iv.
November 14th. 2011 and will run until completed. Leaf Pickup will begin in the
area south of Main Street and east of 12th Street. We will be working clockwise
through the city. The entire City will be covered twice to insure all leaves
properly prepared by residents are picked-up
PLEASE DO NOT RAKE LEAVES INTO THE STREET.STREET GUTTERS
ONTO THE SIDEWALK. OVER WATER METERS. INTO DRAINAGE
DITCHES OR MIX WITH BRUSH PILES
Leaves combined with brush piles WILL NOT be picked up as this Doses a
serious safety risk to our workers. Residents who have brush will need two different piles. one for leaves and another for brush. Please contact the Sanitation
Department at 762-0380 for pick-up of any brush.
Leaves should be raked two to three feet from the back of the curb or edge of
roadway where possible. Again, please do not rake your leaves into the
street; onto the sidewalk; or into the drainage areas. Residents who place
their leaves in the street or on the sidewalk create serious public safety issues. The
resident who places their leaves in the street or on the sidewalk are subject to fines
and penalties under the City's Ordinances and will be responsible for any accidents
they might cause. Residents who place their leaves in drainage areas may be
responsible for any flooding issues the leaves create.
Bagged leaves must be dropped off at the bagged leaf collection point on Andrus
Drive and will 11.9.4 be picked up on the street. Only barged leaves will be
accepted at the leaf collection noint. This is a free service for city residerita
only, either the vehicle must display a City Sticker or the individual must be able
to provide proof of City residency. Lawn and yard service companies will need to
dispose of leaves they collect at their own expense.
After the Christmas holidays, Christmas trees will be accepted at the leaf collection
point for disposal.
The bagged leaf collection point will be open from November 7th, 2011 through
January 27th, 2012. Hours of operation will be Monday through Friday 730 am to
3:00 pm and Saturdays from 8:00 am until Noon.
A link will be posted on the City website at www.murreyky.gov 80 that residents
may monitor the city's progress and current location throughout leaf pick-up
If you have any questions, please call 270-762-0336.

Help Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

RITA'S NEAT
REPEATS
605 S. 12th St
(270)762-0207
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Are you planning
•7
1
a Special Event or
need a place to
meet?
Kent The
Woodmen of
:...- The World Hall
CZ701753-4377- Pay
0/ 492-505- Night

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
AFLAC now hiring for a
Vocal business to business to sales associate/benefit specialist.
High income potential.
stock. nationally recognized training program.
Fax resume to 270443-0048 or email to
laird region @ gmail.co
LICENSED massage
therapist wanted
Please send resumes
to. Calloway County
Chiropractic/The
Retreat
PO Box 1042, Murray,
KY 42071

Jones
C.A.
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Service
Customer
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
to
resume
careers @chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray.
KY.
t
isi
V
www.chuckiones.net
job
complete
for
descnptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
Childcare center
time
full
seeking
teacher,
experience required.
Apply at The Village
12th
14066 North
Street, Murray.
Days Inn now hiring
KEEPING.
HOUSE
Apply in person only .
517 S. 12th Street,
Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted'. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetworkcom
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thu* you.
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
full-time OTR drivers
and part-time drivers.
Must pass DOT D/S
and physical, be at
least 25 yrs. old, have
at 3 yrs. verifiable OTR
expenence in last 5
yrs., no accidents or
major violations on
MVR. Pay rate up to
.36cpm based on expenence and qualifications. M-F 8 to 4.
270-767-0191.

Home
GROWING
Health Agency seeks a
self motivated, enthusiastic professional individual for Marketing
position.
be
will
Candidate
responsible for maintaming and increasing
referral base as well as
relationdeveloping
ships with Physicians,
Managers.
Case
Workers.
Social
Clinics,
Hospitals.
Skilled Facilities, Adult
Day Care
and
Centers,
Community. Position
will be full time with
benefits.
excellent
Area covered
would be Calloway
County and surroundareas.
ing
Home
Health care experience preferred. Please
E-mail resume to:
mfowler@ hhpky.com
or mail resume to;
1900 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
Attn: Marianne Fowler
HOME Health Plus is
looking for immediate
hire of Full-Time / PartRegistered
time
serve
to
Nurses
County.
Calloway
Home Health experience preferred but is
not required. Home
Health Plus offers a
competitive salary with
an excellent benefit
package. EOE Please
e-mail resumes to
miowler@hhpky.com
or fax to 270-753-4181

Needing a few good
auto body men. Apply
in person at Parker
Ford Body Shop
PAINT Plus Flooring.
high pace retail sales
computer
position,
skills, color and decor
knowledge. Must apply
in person. 270-7594979. 1204 Johnson
Blvd. Murray, KY.
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

TOM'S Grille is now
experienced
hiring
cooks, & dishwashers
Please apply after
1pm.
SEAMSTRESS & cutter. 270-753-3753
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Help Wanted

Media

Cable Television Job Opportunities
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
Mediacom Communications, serving more
than 1.500 communities throughout the country,
is proud to be a leader in bringing new broadband services tti America's smaller communities. We are currently seeking a Commercial
Account Representative for the Marshall,
Calloway and Trigg County area and surrounding areas to drive sales, facilitate new business
and deliver results.
You will be responsible for obtaining new Video,
HSD, and Phone Business accounts as well as
Commercial MDU accounts, and identifying all
new development complexes when they are
built and become available. Obtaining and
renewing ROE's (Right of Entries) in our MDU
complexes and maintaining good relations with
existing MDU accounts as well as commercial
business. You will also be expected to
meet/exceed monthly quota in Commercial
Video, Data, and Phone Sales, while preparing
and initiating proposals for new business
prospects. Two years outside sales experience
preferably business-to-business required, commercial telecommunications sales experience
preferred. Must be computer literate, and able
to work in a fast-paced environment.
Mediacom offers an exciting work environment,
and full benefits including discounted digital
cable, phone and interne! services
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at:
careers.mediacomcc.com

Help Wanted

Womack-Carter Options, LLC. is seeking
qualified Direct Support Professionals for
immediate hire. Applicants must possess a
high school diploma or GED and be at least 18
years of age. College Education preferred and
experience is highly recommended.
Applicants must provide clear background
check, fee applies. Applications available at
411 N. 4th Street, Murray KY.
No Calls Please!

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package.
Qualified candidates may submit resume at the
following website:
careers.mediacomcc.com

Mediacom is seeking INSTALLER to install
cable services in the Benton, Marshall and
Calloway county areas. Responsibilities will
include installation. Troubleshooting service
problems. maintenance and selling and promoting broadband services. Truck & tools provided. The successful applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude. physical ability to lift
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
weather conditions. A satisfactory driving
record is required. Mediacom offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essential
for success.
Applications will be accepted until position is
filled.
Apply at careers.mediacomcc.com

GARLAND'
RENTAL k

SAFETY
DIRECTOR
UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
expenence required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For SaN
2010 E-Z Go electric
golf cart, like new.
Good used console
piano. 270-345-2801
after 5:00 p.m.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures.
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

Chest freezer 25 cubic
feet. Oldie but good,
can see work. Buyer
must move. $125.
270-978-7366
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
VVARD ELKINS

o05 E South 12th St

(270)7531713
160
Horns Furnishings
Furniture for sale. Oak
dining set. bunkbed
bedroom set, leather
sofa & love seat, wood
kitchen island, etc.
270-227-9179
270-227-9176
270
nab nom For Sole

Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer
16x80, 3BR, 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. For
call
appointment
Todays Homes 0
270-527-5645

DOG Obed
(270)436-2,
Free cats .
270-556-53'

"If you've of it, we can store it

EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Applies:es

Cable Television Job Opportunities

RETAIL St(
5000
$750.00/mi

753-3853

Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025

Equal Opportunity Employer

Mediacom

375

812 Whitnell Ave.

afternoon LPN. We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake

Computers

SUPERVISOR, TECHNICAL OPERATIONS —
BENTON, KY to provide technical direction for
CATV operations. To hire, train, evaluate;
supervise and oversee work schedules of
technical staff. Troubleshoot and insure repair of
cable system, make necessary system adjustments and respond to customer inquines. Insure
compliance in all systems, CLI, FCC and OSHA
performance standards. Oversee new construction for adherence to technical specifications.
Must have at least five years experience as a
Chief Technician with familianty with all CATV
technical jobs. Advanced electronics training,
including RF test equipment. and transmission
line theories and analytical techniques for problem solving. Requires demonstrated mechanical
and electrical aptitude. Must be a licensed driver without major violations. Ability to work flexible hours, including weekends, evenings and
holidays as required. Willing to be on call for 24
hours/ 7 days. Must possess good written and
oral communication skills.

I!Size Units • Climate Cont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Cable Television Job Opportunities

nur
A:a
IN
MR
O
SA

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

2008 Clayton 16x80.
38R. 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingle roof. excellent
condition.
270-489-2525

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
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• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit
2BR, newly remodeled,
near lake, no pets.
$580- includes utilities
plus deposit.
227-0004
Nice 2BR. No pets.
753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, private, $295/mo
plus $425 sec. dep.
474-2520
1st Full No. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
1BR & 213R Apts
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

270-753-2905
340
Houses For Rent

Rouses For Rent
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup.
garage, big
2-car
fenced back yard,
Melrose Drive, Annual
lease $875. Tel.
270-873-4791.
3BR, 2BA, completely
finished
renovated,
car
1
basement,
garage, completely furnished, Available Jan.
1st. $850.00 rent, $850
deposit, 1 year lease
170-293-3761
270-227-5806.
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immeNo
pets.
diately.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085
MSU students welcome
3BR, 1 BA,
C/H/A,
detached
garage, W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy C
270-753-1718

Small country home
1BR. $295/mo $450
security deposit
474-2520

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and

0••••

460

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

2.5 story b
with barn o
acres. Pric:
Call 293-725

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

3BR, 2.5BA.
brick w/ v
Convenientl
Near new H
ters, & a
$121,500. C.
227-5432, 2•

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
IOW $25 10x15 $40
1270) 436-2524
12701 293-6906

Beautiful bn
2,000sqft. 3:
car garage,
3acres, lak:
Murray. $2.
731-247-619

01—ther0

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Subscribe to the

LiiRGIR&TIMEs
Home

Delivery

I

Local Mail

I 3
Rooms For Rent

I 6 mo.
$1055.A01

ROOM for rent in new
home.
3BR, 2BA
Semifumished, W/D. &
water bill included.
$375/mo. Split electric
& cable. 6mo. lease
150/dep. Available now
270-227-1617

Rest of KY/TN
,Ptinear t. Buchanan,
3 mo
6 tno.....1 yr. —
I Check

Home For Rent
2-ca
1BA,
2BR.
garage, large yard, par
tially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.
2BR, 1BA, appliances
$525/mo
furnished.
plus deposit. 978-0742
3-58R available now.
Walking distance to
MSU, Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898

$40.00
$80.00
4120.00

3 mo.
6 mu.

00
3 0°
1:5..
-$

1 yr.

$105.00

I

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

For sale by a
and house w
as a combo.
Dutch Star,
slide outs, 35'
low mileag‘
1900 sq. f
detached gar.
2BA, large
generator. L•
Kentucky La
vale subdivi for appointm
Canady, cel
270-227-539'
com.imaxe
mail.com

New 2
Bedroom h
Riverfield

BG Real
Professi
293-7

MK'

Name
I St. Address
City
—I
I State

Zip

,Daytime Ph.
I

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficie
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

a

Price reduced.
3BR, 2BA, •
Great conditio
emized. $119,1
270-705-3612

ger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 •5B

GARAGE SALE

SUDOKU

1405 TABARD DR.
SPRING CREEK OAK SUBDIVISION
INDOOR & HEATED

THURSDAY 8:00-5:00
FRIDAY 8:00-5:00
SATURDAY 6:00-2:00
Items for auto, lotchon, bedding. Christmas.
decorating, picture frarres, art supplies, paintings.
paints, canvases, iv/c paper, wood items
(finished & un-finishei), painting VCR tapes &
books, 2x & 3x wome 'I's clothes, size 60 mans
suit & sport coat, etc

NES
Fri, 10 a.m.
Fri. 9 am.

6021•
6

Non.9 an

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr
•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270)978-1107
(270) 978-1109

*RI. 12 p.m
Thur. 12 p.m

VISA

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

I]
Cont.!
tricity

Ell
Commerical Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+1SF
5000
$750.00/month.

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Free cats and kittens.
270-556-5352

ore it"
ience
ns:

Real Estate
• 12th St
th St
eillance

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

ay
nit

untry home
95/mo. $450
eposit.

arehousing
SU 520-50
3-7668

Murray Ledger fic Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or diWnminanon based on race, color, religion,sex. haridicap, tamilial status Or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law. •
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(7031648400.

[01•61. .1010•0
00•00,*
,
,

&C
GE and
PANE

460
Homes For Sale

E. Main
753-6266
)293-4183
4 sm. M-F

2.5 story brick house

'MINI
-MUSES
. Rt. 121S
KY 42071
53-5562

NTALS
RAGE
TH ST.
S. & Glendale.
10x15 &40

36-2524
93-6906

500
Used Trucks
2001 Dodge Dakota
Sport, 4x4 90,000
allies
V6
auto
57.500 00 753-1308

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-0587
All Carpentry Coast.
Remodel, additons,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

HU E ect c
Since 1986
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

11

with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
3BR, 2.58A. 1,650 sqft
brick w/ Vinyl trim.
Conveniently located.
Near new HVAC„gutters, & appliances.
$121,500. Call
227-5432, 293-9947

270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.

STUMP
REMOVAL
Free Estimates
Insured

ALLCARE
TREE SERVICE
270-627-1120

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
Beautiful brick home, hauling. Accept major
2,000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2 credit cards. 978-0343.
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00. APPLIANCE REPAIR
731-247-6193
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
For sale by owner. RV 759-5534.
and house will be sold Chuck Van Buren
as a combo. RV is a
Dutch Star, 2001, 2
slide outs, 35'foot, very
low mileage. House
Scalcoating
1900 sq. feet with
& Hauling
detached garage. 3BR,
l'ONY TRAN IS
2BA, large kitchen,
270-753-2279
generator. Located on
Kentucky Lake in private subdivision. Call
2 B's CLEANING
for appointment. Max
SERVICE
Canady, cell phone
Res 'Comm
270-227-5399, email
Top to Bottom
corn.imaxed0hotNo Job too big
mail.com
or too small

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Mail
1,11

..$55.00
$105.00
r Mail
ptions
$75.00
.....$%.00
4145.00

WC

C,allimore Electrical C it

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

(270) 227-6337

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Ftiverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
t to:
Price reduced. 3 acres,
38R, 28A, brick house.
Great condition & modernized. $119,000
270-705-3612

Call us we will be
glad to help.

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It Alt,
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916
or visit our wer •
kentuckylaki
remodefing.coin
FREE ESTIMATES
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129.

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
0.70 293-8480
41111111111111111MMI
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916
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Answer to previous puzzle

6
9
7

5.2

1

4 5 2
7 8 9
3 6 1
2 1 5
9 3 4
8 7 6
1 9 7
5 2 8
6-4,3

8
1
9
4
5
3
6
7
2

6
3
2
8
7
1
4
9
5

7
5
4
9
6
2
8
3

1
6
5
7
2
9
3
4

9 3
2 4
8 7
3 6
1 8
4 5
5 2
6-1
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Difficu ty Level ***

I I ASO

Report: Revised government formula
shows new poverty high of 49.1M

WASHINGTON(AP) The
ranks of America's poor are
greater than previously known,
reaching a new level of 49.1
million -or 16 percent-due
General Contractor
to rising medical costs and other
Additions
expenses that make it harder for
•KOchens & Bathrooms
people to stay afloat, according
•Decks Outdoor
to new census estimates.
kitchens
released
The
numbers
Licensed & Insured
Monday are part of a first-ever
(270) 228-5444
supplemental poverty measure
aimed at providing a fuller picHALL'S WASTE
ture of poverty. It is considered
MANAGEMENT
experimental and does not
• weekly & special pickups replace the Census Bureau's
• locally owned/operated
official poverty formula, which
759-1151 •293-2783 continues to determine eligibili293-2784
ty and distribution of billions of
dollars in federal aid for the
HILL SEPTIC
poor.
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
Based on the revised formu& TRUCKING
la, the number of poor people
MI Your Septa Needs
exceeds the record 46.2 million,
Installation
& Repair
or 15.1 percent, that was offiDirt, Grovel,
cially reported in September.
White Rock,
Btoken down by groups,
Sand, & Mulch
65 or older sustained
Americans
293-8686
(270)
the largest increases in poverty
Jones RoofInla-Cs. under the revised poverty for•Teer Offs
mula-nearly doubling to 15.9
•Recovers .Repairs
percent, or 1 in 6-because of
Locally owned
medical expenses that are not
Licensed & Insured
accounted for in the official rate.
"Quality
Those include rising Medicare
workmanship you
premiums, deductibles and
can depend on!"
expenses for prescription drugs.
Working-age adults ages (8293-0354
KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money 5$
Free Estimates
References

(270)703-0978
(270)205-6063
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years.
Free estimates.
270-753-5827

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &
LANOSCAPIN
Dirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging

227-0906
FREE ESTIMATES

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphatt lnstallatio
*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement
LIX
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Isa & MasterCard Accented

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
4111111111M/M11811k_
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

By Dave Green

98734

(270)759-0890

270-293-5624

(270)489-2839

Contaptis SudoKu

www.geclic.weebly.coni

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

r,

Ceriantlal/Residential
lames C. Gahm,

We Finance
hollandmotorsales.corn
270-753-4461

wwa.hillelectric.coot

e - Hwy 94E

ES

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

PICK UP

1.lp.m.

•••

LEARN TO FLY

FREE

490

liort 12 p.m,

Sudoku is a nurnber-piacing puzzle based ari a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each fow each u;olurrin ano each
3x3 box conuins the same number only once The difficulty level
ea the Conoeptis Sudoku increases from MonclaY SLioMeY

64 also saw increases in poverty
- from 13.7 percent to 15.2
percent - due mostly to commuting and child care costs.
For the first time, the share of
Hispanics living in poverty surpassed
that of AfricanAmericans, 28.2 percent to 25.4
percent. That is due to an
increase in the poverty rate for
Hispanics under the new measure because of lower participation of immigrants and nonEnglish Speakers in government
aid programs such as housing
and food stamps.
Due to new adjustments for
geographical variations in costs
of living, people residing in the
suburbs, the Northeast and West
were the regions mostly likely to
have poor people-nearly 1 in
5 in the West.
Economists have long criticized the official poverty rate as
inadequate. Based on a half-century-old government formula,
the official rate continues to
assume the average family
spends one-third of its income
on food. Those costs have actually shrunk to a much smaller
share - more like one-seventh
- failing to account for other
expenses such as out-of-pocket
medical care, child care and
commuting.
The official formula also

does not consider non-cash government aid when calculating
income,such as food stamps and
tax credits, which have
increased in the last few years.
Kathleen Short, a research
economist at the Census Bureau,
said many of the shifts in poverty reflect the large numbers of
older people who hover near the
poverty line after receiving
Social Security cash payments.
The poverty line is defined
under the official measure as
$11,139 for an individual, or
$22,314 for a family of four.
Because of Social Security
benefits, only 9 percent of seniors, or roughly 3.5 million, live
in poverty according to the official formula. But that number
increases by roughly 2.7 million
when taking into account the
additional health care costs. If it
weren't for those health care
costs, the poverty rate for seniors would have dropped to 8.6
percent.
"The medical expenses are
very large," Short said.
Not all groups saw increases
in poverty under the new measure. For instance, children and
African-Americans saw small
declines in their poverty rates,
mostly due to the positive
effects of government aid programs including food stamps.

by Jacqueline Blear

Horoscope
only you. Don't be shy or too
patient. Now is the time to move,
especially if you have been
eying a particular goal -- that is,
if you want a yes ansWer.
Tonight: Juggling others' concerns.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Know that sometimes the ,
less said the greater the impact
you have. Knowing what you
want and being willing to move
forward and make it so are part
of the recipe. Now the best move
is to watch and check out where
others are coming from. Tonight:
Vanish.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
***** Zero in on what you
Want. Usten to what is being said
between friends, then observe
what is happening. You might be
a little tired of a situation that
keeps repeating itself. Be direct
in your conversations. Tonight:
Where the fun is.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take a stand if you must.
Others always respond to your
leadership. You have a sudden
Concern about making money.
The Stars Show the Kind of Push comes to shove faster than
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; you can believe, especially if you
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; have a different point of view.
Tonight: A must appearance.
1-Difficult
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)
**** Display your customary
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You suddenly become efficiency. Some people could
in the
far more sedate and caring. How find you a little demanding
have
all
You
just
weeks.
next
few
could all of this have happened?
keep
You made a big splash the past this energy and need to will
Understanding
few months. Now this? We can- your focus.
Look beyond the
Tonight:
evolve.
not say that others aren't wistful
obvious.
for the person of the past, but
they will like your caring even UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
personal matmore now. Tonight: Make it your **** Rethink a involved. A
person
the
with
ter
treat.
discussion helps both of you
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
matter
***** The Bull roars. The bond more closely, no
building
if
keep
will
Anger
what.
Full Moon focuses on you and

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Nov. 10, 2011:
This year you can open up to
new changes and greater possibilities. You see the world more
openly. You sometimes see how
opposites can be the same, at
least in their core issues. You
could swing between whether to
do what you want to do and
what you think you would like
to do. Another scenario could be
whether to do what you want or
what is right or will work. You
will discover that for you, one
path works better than the others. If you are single, establishing a new relationship with your
birthday on a Full Moon guarantees suitors, but not necessarily
peaceful relating. If you are
attached, the two of you look to
a better year, but you need to
have equality. You might note
your differences more than your
similarities. TAURUS can be
extremely challenging.

41

Residents living in more rural
areas as well as the Midwest and
South also fared better, due to
lower costs of living.
Among the findings:
-Poverty
for
Asians
increased, from 12.1 percent
under the official measure to
16.7 percent; among whites, it
rose from about 10 percent to
11.1 percent.
-The poverty rate for children declined, from 22 percent
to 18.2 percent.
-Without the earned income
tax credit, the poverty rate under
the revised formula would jump
from 16 percent to 18 percent.
Without food stamps the poverty
rate would rise to 17.7 percent.
-Under the revised formula.
the West had the most people in
poverty at 19.4 percent. It was
followed by the South (16.3 percent), the Northeast (14.5 percent)and the Midwest(13.1 percent).
Economists and anti-poverty
experts continue to differ widely
on how best to calculate poverty.
On Monday, the Census Bureau
acknowledged that its new
measure remains a "work in
progress," with additional
refinements needed to better
determine commuting and housing costs.

American
Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope

you don't discuss the issue. Do it
sooner rather than later. Tonight:
Togetherness builds.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Defer to your significant other. No matter how you
look at a situation, it is changeable. Try accepting and opening
up. Your ability to deal with the
impossible emerges. Others are
in sync with your thoughts.
Understand where the similarities are rather than the differences. Tonight: Let another person
:
clese.
ARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
SA
21)
**** Touch base with others'
needs and desires. With that
type of nurturing, people cannot
help but respond. Let defiance
go -- it is an immediate reaction,
nothing more. Structure your
plans around what works.
Tonight: Put your feet up and
relax.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Allow more creativity
into your ideas, actions and conversations. Please note the high
response to your ingenuity. You

Tonight: Let the good times
begin.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** A key person is on the
bandwagon about a new beginning. You cannot shut this person down. Opposing him or her
would be a lesson in futility. Why
do that to yourself, or to anyone
else? Tonight: Dinner for two.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You want to underWand what is going on. Not
everyone is as willing to calmly
discuss a situation as you -are. - Rather than get into a disagreement, -flow with the moment
knowing that anything is changeable. Tonight: Juggling calls, mail
and plans.
BORN TODAY
Actor Roy Scheider (1932)
comedian Sinbad (1956), actor
Tracy Morgan (1968)
•
•
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
might consider projecting in this (c) 2011 by King Features
manner more often. A friend Syndicate Inc.
would like more attention.

STAR: Australian
Shepherd/Border Collie
Mix: female, seven
months old

ALLIE:
Terrier Mix
female. adult

SHELTER HOURS: MON.•FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelte
at (270) 759-4141
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Looking Back
nit years ago
"I'm not going to worry when
I go home or am at the post
office that this mail will kill me,"
Murray Post Office Postmaster
Mark Kennedy said during a seminar which he presented to local
employers and employees Wednesday regarding recent scares of
anthrax. A recent hoax revealing
confectioner's sugar instead of
anthrax gave Kennedy the desire
to educate others in the area of
what to do in case of similar incidents.
Austin Dodd, a sixth grade student at Calloway County Middle
School, was named Student of the
Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM.
He is the son of Ernie and Debra
Dodd of Hazel.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Buddy
Buckingham, coordinator for economic development activities at
Murray State University. looking
over plans for a new industry
training program offered to area
industries by the state Friday morning.
The American Humanics students who are enrolled in YAA
290 at Murray State University
are conducting a Social Awareness Week on the campus of MSU.
Nov. 11-15.
The Rev. J.H. Lipford is serving as pastor of Murray Church
of God.
Thirty years ago
Scott, Stephanie and Chip Lance,
the children of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Lance, Jr. of 1704 Holiday Drive. Murray. are third prize
winners in the Post Treasure Hunt
Contest,according to a release from
Post Cereal, a division of General Foods Corp.
Officers of the Calloway County High School Chapter of the
Future Business Leaders of America for the 1981-82 school year
are Teresa Jones, reporter; Shannon McDougal, vice president;
Dawn Roesch,historian; Carla Barnett. president; Monika West, parliamentarian; Paul Manis,secretary;
and Danette Morris, treasurer.
The Rev. Jerrell G. White, pas-

tor of Memorial Baptist Church,
was among those attending the
recent annual meeting of the Campbellsville College Church Relations Council.
Forty years ago
Murray State University head
Basketball Coach Cal Luther spoke
at the meeting of the Murray Lions
Club at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Cobb; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dominic Nuciforo, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Suiter; and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cecil.
Round steak was listed as selling for 78 cents per pound in the
ad for Jim Adams [GA.
Nineteen homemakers clubs are
now organized in Calloway County, according to Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer, county president and
Barletta Wrather, county home
demonstration agent.
Fifty years ago
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of Murray Hospital, reported
the sixth set of twins .born in
1961 at the hospital. They were
boys to Mr. and Mrs. John Hudson on Nov. 8. Others were girls
to Mr. and Mrs. Orean Adams on
May 8; boys to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Marcis on July 8; boys
to Dr. and Mrs. Charles Warner
on July 12; girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Owens on March 13; and
a boy and girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Potts on April 18.
Enrolled as members of the Calloway County High School Unit
of the Parent Teacher Association
are 313 persons, according to Mrs.
N.P. Paschall, membership chair-'
Sixty years ago
Hughes Giles, Rob Roy Erwin,
Jackie Miller and Joe Blalock were
enlisted in the Air Force.
The Calloway County Conservation Club met Nov. 12 at the
courthouse and saw a motion picture by Spencer Bishop, District
Wildlife Supervisor.
The Rev. Orval Austin was serving as pastor of College Presbyterian Church.

COMICS / FEATURES
Noise from guest bedroom
leaves hosts speechless
DEAR ABBY: My son invited two friends to our home for
the weekend. We had never met
them before, but they seemed nice.
At bedtime, the young man
was on the couch and the girl
was in our spare bedroom. In the
middle of the night, 1 was awakened to loud lovemaking noises.
They
grew
and
louder
louder, and
the headboard
was banging
against our
bedroom
'wall. My husband and I
were mortifled. Finally,
banged on
the wall and
it stopped. We
By Abigail
couldn't
Van Buren
believe these
kids would act that way in someone's home.
They left before breakfast, so
we didn't have to face them in
the morning. What was proper
here? Would it have been appro.
priate to knock on the bedroom
door and ask the guy -- or both
of them -- to leave?
I told my son about it the next
day. He was embarrassed and apologized for his friends. What should
we do if this ever happens again?
-- RED-FACED IN MICHIGAN
DEAR RED-FACED: Unless
you first required your son's friends
to sign an abstinence pledge before
bedding down at your place, you
were right not to have evicted
them before morning. Next time,
keep this from happening by haying your son tip them off at bedtime that you're light sleepers and
prefer not to be awakened by
"nocturnal whoopee."

Dear Abby

0000.

DEAR ABBY: When I'm reading a book, my husband chooses
that moment to begin a conversation. If I don't immediately put
it down and give him my full

attention, he gets upset and says
I'm being rude to continue reading and not talk to him.
think its rude of HIM to
interrupt me when I'm reading.
These aren't important conversations or even questions he needs
immediate answers to. They are
conversations we could easily share
over dinner, or later when I'm
not reading.
I love to read, but as a busy
mom [rarely have the time. Being
interrupted during those rare
moments drives me crazy and
makes me feel even crazier when
I'm accused of being rude if I
don't want to chat right then.
Who's right and who's rude? -TRYING TO FINISH MY BOOK
DEAR TRYING TO FINISH:
Frankly, I think your husband is
right. He may not need the answer
to his question as much as he
needs your companionship at the
time he's reaching out. If finishing a chapter is so important that
you can't take a few minutes and
talk with him, then suggest that
in 15 to 20 minutes you can give
him the rest of the evening to
talk. If my husband is involved
in a project, or I am, that's what
we do, and it works for us.
~IN

DEAR ABBY: How do you
handle a relative who seems to
think your house is her own personal garage sale site? She rifles
through my closets, brings out
clothing, and then asks, "What
can I pay you for this?" She also
looks around our garage for items
that are being stored and asks the
same question.
She would never act this way
at a friend's home, but somehow
it's different with me. By the way,
she's my sister. -- NO SALE IN
AUSTIN
DEAR NO SALE: Because
it's your sister and not some nervy
acquaintance, be light-handed in
your response. Smile and say, "I'm
not ready to let it go, but when
I am, you'll be the first to know,"

Germany's Kaiser Wilhelm II
would abdicate. He then fled to
the Netherlands.
In 1938, Nazis looted and
burned synagogues as well as Jewish-owned stores and houses in Germany and Austria in a pogrom
that became known as "Kristallnacht."
In 1961, U.S. Air Force Maj.
Robert M. White became the first
pilot to fly an X-15 rocket plane
at six times the speed of sound.
In 1963, twin disasters struck
Japan as some 450 miners were
killed in a coal-dust explosion,

and about 160 people died in a
train crash.
In 1967. a Saturn V rocket
carrying an unmanned Apollo
spacecraft blasted off from Cape
Kennedy on a successful test flight.
In 1989, communist East Germany threw open its borders,allowing citizens to travel freely to the
West:joyous Germans danced atop
the Berlin Wall.
Ten years ago: The northern
alliance proclaimed victory over the
Taliban in the city of Mazar-eSharif, the most significant prize
in northern Afghanistan.
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Scrubbing your face does
not lead to cleaner skin
DEAR DOCTOR K: I uash
my face very little because I se
heard that soaps, even mild ones.
dry out the skin. What do you
think?
DEAR READER: Most facial
skin is quite sturdy. It has' many
pores and heals quickly.
But as you get older, you start
to see the
on
effects
your face of
chronic exposure to the
environment.
The skin thins
and becomes
less elastic. It
develops more
fine
pores,
and
lines
wrinkles, and
By
more promiDr. Anthony
nent freckles.
Komaroff
Excessive
cleansing of
the skin with soap and water or
solvents can lead to redness and
dryness. However, this problem
usually affects the hands. not the
face. Washing your face, even if
you do it fairly often, shouldn't
cause a problem unless you have
an underlying disorder, such as
eczema. How often is too often?
I don't think it's ever been carefully studied in a large number
of people.
Obviously, the time to wash
your face is when it gets dirty,
as in following a meal, or if you
are working outside in the dirt
and sun and getting sweaty. But
for someone who is indoors most
of the time, in cool air, it's hard
to imagine why washing the face
more often than a few times a
day would be necessary.
It's a good idea, however, to
be careful about what you wash
your face with. Washing with just
water is usually not sufficient
because din sticks to the skin.
Besides, many people need some
type of cleanser because they have

Dr. Komaroff

SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Fresher
Heloise
Carrots?
I) ear
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Heloise:
purFax: 210-HELOISE
After
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
chasing a new
bag of BABY PICKLE SLICER
Dear Heloise: I cut hard-boiled
CARROTS, I
all eggs with a pickle slicer! Its
remove
carrots blade is a wavy, "corrugated"
the
from the plas- design, and the result is what
tic bag and place them in a large you see in bread-and-butter pickglass jar. I rinse and cover them le jars! Depending on the angle
with cool water, then put a tight at which you cut them, you can
lid on the jar and refrigerate. make your eggs look especially
Each time I remove a few, 1 classy. Try cutting the egg the
rinse the remaining ones again long way, not all the way through
with cool water. This keeps them but stopping in the middle. Then
fresh, and they will not get slimy slide the slicer in from the side
for several weeks. -- Dorothy, at a 90-degree angle, meeting the
first cut in the middle. It makes
Malvern, Ohio
Dorothy. thanks for writing. for a very attractive way to do
However, checking with a carrot deviled eggs.
You are only limited by your
grower, this might not be the
best way to keep the carrots imagination! In fact, I use that
fresh. Here's the information that slicer for all sorts of things: cutwas shared: Keep the carrots in ting up fruit (melons, bananas,
the original packaging and check etc.) for salads, potatoes for au
the expiration date. If bought gratin dishes, carrots and squash
early enough, they could last up for side dishes -- the veggies
to 30 days. Putting the carrots look so attractive,everyone always
in water can cause them to become comments on them.
You can find a pickle slicer
soggy or mushy. If the carrots
get dry, you can soak the car- at hardware stores in the homerots in water for a short while canning section, and they are
fairly inexpensive. (Heloise here:
to "revive" them -- Heloise

by
Heloise

oily skin.
Using regular soap is fine in
many cases. But soap is alkaline,
,0 it can be irritating even to
normal skin, which tends to be
slightly acidic.
Synthetic soaps -- often identified on the package as being
"soap-free" -- are a better choice
for some. That's because their pH
is closer to that of normal skin.
The synthetic products are definitely worth a try if your skin is
reacting badly to regular soap.
Facial scrubs that clean and
remove the outer layer of skin
are OK,but I've seen many patients
who use them so enthusiastically
that their skin gets irritated. The
same is true of rough washcloths
and loofahs.
I had a patient who scrubbed
the skin of her face so forcefully, and so often, that she got
nearly as red as an apple. She
told me she was doing it so that
the old, tired skin cells would be
stripped away and replaced by.
"young" skin cells.
There's a measure of truth to
that: Many effective "skin rejuvenation" creams work on that principle. But don't get carried away.
If you badly irritate the skin of
your face, you've gone too far.
Regardless of the type of soap
you use, or how you use it. it's
best to use warm, not hot. water.
Hot water can leach protective
oils out of your skin and is no
better at removing dirt. Too much
of a good thing can be bad.
We have more information on
caring for your skin in our Special Health Report, "Skin Care
and Repair." You can find out
more about it at my website.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School. Go to his website to send
questions and get additional information: www.AskDoctorK.com.)
COPYRIGHT 2011 THE
PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS
OF HARVARD COLLEGE

Checking several big-box hardware stores, no luck finding the
slicer, but they are available on
the Internet.) You might even
find them in specialty kitchen
stores. -- Donna E.. Torrington,
Conn.
Donna,how creative! I brought
hard-cooked eggs and a handheld pickle slicer into Heloise Central, and we had fun testing your
hint! Because each of us interpreted your directions a little differently. here is the Heloise
Update: What you call a pickle
slicer is now called a crinkle
visit
Please
knife.
cutter
-www.Heloise.corn to see photos
of the different interpretations.
- Heloise
HANDY PIZZA CUTTER
Dear Heloise: Last weekend.
I was preparing an egg casserole for Sunday brunch that called
for I cup of diced hatp. I hate
dicing meat. so I got out my
pizza cutter and cut strips, then
cut crosswise and had the chore
done in a couple of minutes.
This also could be used to cut
strips of pepperoni for salads.
etc. -- Nina C., San Antonio
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 9,
the 313th day of 2011. There are
52 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 9, 1965, the great
Northeast blackout occurred as a
series of power failures lasting
up to 13 1/2 hours left 30 million people in seven states and
part of Canada without electricitYOn this date:
In 1872, fire destroyed nearly
800 buildings in Boston.
In 1918, it was announced that
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Penn St. officials surrender
in coach's abuse case
HARRISBURG, Pa.(AP) —
Two Penn State officials surrendered Monday on charges that
they failed to report suspected
child-sexual abuse by a former
coach and committed perjury in
their related grand jury testimony.
Senior Vice President Gary
Schultz and Athletic Director
Tim Curley both stepped down
from their posts late Sunday,one
day after the charges were
announced.
They are accused of failing to
alert police to complaints that
former assistant football coach
Jerry Sandusky had sexually
abused boys. They are also
charged with lying to a state
grand jury investigating the former defensive coordinator.
Earlier Monday, investigators
encouraged anyone who would
accuse Sandusky of sexual
assault to step forward and talk
to police. Pennsylvania Attorney
General Linda Kelly specifically
asked that a child reportedly
assaulted by Sandusky in view
of a graduate student to call
detectives about the 2002
encounter.
When asked if it was possible
that there were more than eight
victims, she said: "When you
look at the totality of the circumstances and the number of
victims that we have, I don't
think it would be beyond the
realm of possibility that there
are other victims that exist
here."
Kelly also said the university's
longtime football coach. Joe
Paterno, is not a target of the
investigation into how the
school handled the accusations.
Paterno, who last week
became the coach with the most
wins in Division I football histo-

ry. wasn't charged and the grand
jury report didn't appear to
implicate him in wrongdoing.
He testified before the grand
jury.
Schultz, 62, and Curley. 57,
will seek to have the charges
dismissed, their lawyers said.
Schultz's lawyer said his client
was not among those requited
by law to report suspected
abuse. He also argued that the
two-year statute of limitations
on the surtunary offense has
expired.
Sandusky sexually abused
eight boys over 15 years through
his charity for at-risk youth,
authorities charged.
Sandusky, once considered
Patemo's heir apparent, retired
in 1999 but continued to use the
school's facilities for his work
with The Second Mile, a foundation he established to help atrisk kids. The charges against
him cover the period from 1994
to 2009.
Under Patemo's four-decadesand-counting stewardship, the
Nittany Lions became a bedrock
in the college game. and fans
packed the stadium in State
College,a campus town routinely ranked among America's best
places to live and nicknamed
Happy Valley. Paterno's teams
were revered both for winning
games — including two national
championships — and largely
steering clear of trouble.
against
The allegations
Sandusky, who started The
Second Mile in 1977, range
from sexual advances to touching to oral and anal sex. The
young men testified before the
state grand jury that they were in
their early teens when some of
the abuse occurred; there is evidence even younger children

may have been victimized.
Sandusky's attorney Joe
Amendola said his client has
been aware of the accusations
for about three years and has
maintained his innocence.
The grand jury report that lays
out the accusations against the
three men cites the state's Child
Protective Services Law, which
requires immediate reporting by
doctors, nurses, school administrators, teachers, day care workers, police and others.
k appears neither Schultz nor
Curley had direct contact with
the boys Sandusky is accused of
abusing.
Curley and Schultz have the
unconditional support of university President Graham Spaniel-,
according to a statement
released Saturday. Spanier
called the allegations "troubling" but predicted the school
Photo provided
officials would be exonerated.
"I have known and worked DICTIONARY PRESENTATION: The Murray Rotary Club presented dictionaries to all 4th
daily with Tim and Gary for grade students at North Calloway Elementary school. One student from each fourth grade
more than 16 years," Spathe!: homeroom was chosen to represent their class. Pictured, from left, Lori Noel of Rotary,
said. "I have complete confi- Hannah Todd, Leah Cullop, Jaelynn Ross, Dylan Sturgill and Richard Vanover of Rotary.
dence in how they handled the
allegations about a former university employee."
:
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said Penn State officials never
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re• made any attempt to identify the
child that the grad assistant saw
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in the showers with Sandusky in '
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2002.
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"Today as we stand here, we
F
encourage that person who is
now likely to be a young adult to
contact investigators from the
attorney general's office," she
said. "This is an ongoing and
active investigation. ... We are
determined to quickly respond
to any new witnesses or any
additional information that may
appear."

sii.'

Lohan checks in and out of LA County jail
LYNWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Lindsay Lohan was released
from a Los Angeles County jail
early Monday, less than five
hours after she arrived at the
suburban women's lockup to
serve a 30-day sentence for violating probation.
The "Mean Girls" actress was
booked into the Century

Regional Detention facility in
Lynwood at 8:50 p.m. Sunday,
in what was expected to be a
short stay because of jail overcrowding.
Deputy Tony Moore said
Lohan was released early
Monday, but didn't have an
exact time. News crews staking
out the jail said she left at 1:40

a.m. in a black Cadillac
Escalade sport utility vehicle.
and that she was in her Venice
home by 2 a.m.
Photo provided
Lohan had until Nov. 9 to
Heiman Camp #1834, Sons of Confederate Veterans,
Fort
SERVICE
HELD:
MEMORIAL
report to the jail.
for Pvt. John Anderson Wyatt, First
It's Lohan's fifth jail sentence recently held a stone setting and memorial service
King's,
First Kentucky Battalion, CSA,
Clay's
Henry
of
since being arrested twice for Confederate Cavalry, Company D
Calloway County. Pictured are
western
located
in
Cemetery,
Wyatt
Hell
Hounds)
at
the
(King's
drunken driving in 2007.
descendants of Pvt. Wyatt with SCV members.
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s the recipient of recent honors,
The Murray Bank has much to be
thankful for. We are proud to place the
honor where it rightfully belongs ...
with our customers and community.
Due to our customers trust and support, The Murray Bank has grown to
be the financial institution with th
largest percentage of deposits
Murray-Calloway County. We a
hankful for the confidence you have
laced in us, allowing us to reach this
significant milestone.

A

0

hstraight
dditionally, for the 10th
year, The Murray Bank has been
voted Calloway County's Favorite
ank. In today's competitive business
limate, we humbly recognize this is no
mall feat. The faith our customers and
ommunity have in us is reflected not
lily by your votes but your business,
well. As The Murray Bank
vests our C
to our community,w

We are not only herefor our customers;
we are here because ofour customers.
For our customers and community, we give thanks.

he
Mirray Batik
405 South 12th St. & 700 North 12th St.
270-753-5626
wvvw.themurraybank.com
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TRAVERTINO

T

ALL CUSTOM WORK,
FABRICATION &
INSTALLATION WORK
DONE IN PARIS
Kitchen Tops,
Jacuzzi fei Roman Tubs,
Walk-In Showers,
Bathroom Vanities
Fireplace Mantels &
Hearths
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AT

130 HIGHWAY 69 NORTH • PARIS)TN

731.641.9151
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ABOUT

GIORGIO AGOSTA
Giorgio Agosta was born in the town of Pozzalo a province of
Ragusa, Sicily, Italy. He carries the tradition of his grandfather, a
master marble craftsman. Giorgio has crafted marble for the past
45 years, and when a young boy, he assisted with the stonework of
The Church ofSaint Giovanni Battista in Pozzallo.
He has been in the United States 24 years and in the Nashville
area for the past 12 yearsfashioning marble and granite in homes
and businesses across the Middle Tennessee area. Ifyou ask Giorgio
his strength in his work, he will respond that he is a "perfezionista,"
that is, a perfectionist. To Giorgio, thefinished work is an extension
of himself, his lift, and his Italian heritage. Working in marble and
granite allows him create lasting works that will be enjoyed beyond
one's lifetime. Knowing that his work will be admired for decades
motivates him to do the very best work available.
With 30 types of marble and 98 types of granite, he is able to
provide stone for most any setting - bath, living areas, business
offices and even outside. Being a life-long stone craftsman, he
has tremendous abilities in matching different types of stone and
color. Paris Granite 6 Marble is aligned with craftsmen that not
only provide a fusion of ideas and creativity, but some of the most
beautiful and unique stone in the world.
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